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FLY FISHING SOON

Pierce Pond Furnishes Fishing

fnr

Large Salmon and Trout.
Mr. C. A. Spalding, proprietor of
the Pierce Pond sporting camps at
•aratunk pieces an advertisement in
this issue o f Maine Woods.
Pierce Pond, furnishes good fishing
for large salmon and trout. Ply fish
ing as soon as dee goes out.

________________ _

FLY ROD AT ST.
HELENA’S HOME
Miss Cornelia T. Crosby (Fly Rod)
Is located in Boston for a month' at

St. Helena’s Home, 89 Union Park
street, where she hopes to meet
many of her friends.
R E S IG N A T IO N OF G A M E W A R D E N
S M A L L A C C E P T E D W IT H
REGRET.

The Inland Fish and Game Coanmission lias received and accepted
the resignation o f Game Warden
Veo F, Small of Farmington.
The
department understands that the rea
son for the .resignation was
the
acceptance by Mr. Small of the
principals.! iiip o f the High school at
Scarboro, where he about the first
of M arch begau hi® duties. The res
ignation was accepted with regret,
because Warden Small had been con
scientious and efficient in his work,
the section covered by him being re
markably free from .poaching.

HOTEL B LA N C H A R D
STRATTON MAINE
In the center of the Fish and Game
Section. Write for booklet.
, HOTEL BLANCHARD,
S T R A T T O N M A IN E .

E . H . G R O S E . Prop.
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game.
Violators of the law
have
been clhased out of the State and
others have been captured and made
to pay the penalty of their misdeeds.
And it can be said of each of the
wardens that no reputation of being
The inland fish and Game commis
a desperate or a bad man ever de
terred them from going after and (if sion, which has'recently sent a hand
possible getting the suspected viola some exhibit of Maine fish and game
to Washington, where it is to be
tor of our fish and game laws.
placed in the committee room of
United States Senator Charles F.
Johnson, has just • received word
from the Banger and Aroostook rail
road official® that they will be pleas
ed to add to the things already sent
two large pictures of Maine scenery,
enlargements from panoramic nega
The Oxford County Citizen says: tives, one measuring 23x68 inches
“ Captain F. C. Barker of Bemfts ar and the other 23x53 indues. One is
rived in town on Friday last after a a view of famous old Mt. Katalidin
pleasure trip through the South, of and the other is cf a line of comps
two months, most of which has been cn the west branch of the Penob
They are in coders and
spent in Florida, resorts. The Captain scot river.
reports a splendid time, but is glad said to be very handsome.
to get back home again.’ ’

FAITHFUL v

AS ICE GOES OUT

P H IL L IP S ,

B. & A. R. R. WILL

WARDENS

SEND PICTURES

Captain. William T. Pollard, per
haps best known a® Capt.
“Tim,”
who has recently been appointed
chief of tine inland fish and game
wardens o f the State of Maine, has
had long and faithful service In this
department, in fact but one warden
having seen longer service—Prank
W. Perkdns of Bradley, the record in
the Executive deportment
showing
the first date for a commission hear
ing his name to be May 15, 1889. The
same book dates the first commis
sion for Capt. Pollard on May 13,
1895.
This was back in the days o f the
old Commission cf Fisheries, which
looked after the business of both the
sea and shores and the inland fish
and game.
The present Conymission
of Inland Pish and Game came into
existence in 1885, when the first sea
and shore commissioner was
ap
pointed, two new departments being
organized.
Both men have seen
continuous service with the Inland
department.

BARKER BACK

FROM THE SOUTH

ASSOCIATION

BOB CATS
AND DEER

HOLD BANQUET

FISHERIES
An Industry

That

Is

Assuming

Large Proportions. Illegal
Without Permits.
One of the growing industries of
Maine is the inland eel fishery.
It
lias already assumed large proport
ions, just how large will not be
known until a method is devised by
the Inland fisheries and game depart
ment to replace the present sliding
license fee based on desirability of
location by one based on the actual
catch.
The eel industry is handled from
the office of Forest Commissioner
Mace, who i® ex-officio a member of
the fish and game commission. Per
mits are issued to allow men to net
eels in inland waters, such fishing
being illegal without a permit. The
eels are netted in large quantities
for the New York markets, 115 per
mits have been, issued the past year.
The permit allows the fisherman to
take eels, suckers, hompouts. and
yellow perch, in eel pots, traps or
net®, and expressly states that any
other fish taken Shall be immediate
ly liberated without injury. The fee
varies from $2 to $71.

At the Cumberland County Angling
Association banquet, which was held
at tike Falmouth there were about
75 present.
Following the sumptu
ous banquet Presid'ent Horrie B. Coe
delivered a most interesting address
on the need of more co-operaticn of
the citizens cf Cumberland County
for a greater membership of the or
ganization and for aid in improving
tlie hatchery 'conditions' and output of
the State and particularly that ht
Raymond on Sebago Lake.
Mr. Coe said in part:
The membership of this association
The beavers are not so thick in
should be one thousand strong, in Fort Fairfield now as they were a
stead1 of two hundred and seventy- few years ago, says the Fort Fairfive as tit is today.
field Review.
Three or four years
With such a membership, we can ago there wa© a colony of apparently
exert a tremendous influence in about 15 on" the small lake on the
building up and adding to the facili- rear of the Charles Fisher farm,
fcess at Raymond Hatchery for the Houlton road, but somebody got in
rearing of salmon and carrying them there and killed them all off, despite
over to a two and three year
age, the laws and wardens’. About half
when they become a real tangible as of the beavers at the pond on James
set, or as they become in business, a M. Parker’s farm, Marshall neighbor
liquid asset, because tliey can be hood', were also killed off a year or
sa later. / It seem® too bad; that
turned into real' money.
Sebago Lake is one of the most these animals cannot be properly pro
beautiful bodies of water in the tected when so much is done in the
that
State. Rangeley, Kennebago, Moose- way of bother and cost for
(Special to Maine Woods.)
head and other far away places have very purpose.
Rangeley, March 7.—R. A. Bragg, nothing on it, so far as natural ad
A. M. Palmer, M. Gauge, C. N. Mills, vantages are concerned and if we
K. T. Leighton, L. C. Boilly, A. A. exert ourselves half a® much as do
Chapman, E. G. Emerson,
V.
A. those in other parts of the State, to
Stahl, A. E. Davis, Portland; H. T. build it up, we can astonish the
Lowell, C. K. Barker, A. R. Knight, world.
C. L. Young, A. L. Libby, William
Its ease of accessibility makes it
Movon, Lewiston-;
Merle Turner, ! specially attractive to the man who
Word has been received; from, Cu
Readfield; R. C. Kelley, Skowhegan; lives in New York and intermediate
J. Lewis York, York Camps; W- L. cities.
There are no long railroad rator Thomas A. James of the State
Littlefield, Saco; M. B. Moores, O. A. journeys, no bard bnokboard rides and Museum, who accompanied the Maine
Horton, Auburn; F. L. Dennison, B. wearisome tramp® to reach it. A New fisli and game exhibit for Senator
W. Stevens, H. A. Emery, Banigor; Yorker can have Inis family there for C. F. Johnson’s committee room®, to
A. F. Marden, P. H. Garvin, Jos. H. the summer and spend the week-end Washington, stating that he reached
Pechon,, Boston; J. J. Jones, South with them by leaving on the Friday New York Monday and would attend
Paris; V. B. Jordan, WatervMe; R. night train and. returning on
the tlie American Game Protective Asso
L. Walsh, Detroit, Mich.; C. A. Monday night train, and have th/ree ciation dinner at the Waildorf Astor
ia in, connection with the meeting of
Sweetser, KingfieM; J. A. B. Cowles, full days of fishing and recreation.
New York City; Wlm. D. Hayes, Bel
AM this mean® the building of more that organization,, March 6 and 7. He
low® Falls, Vt.; G. W. Fanjoy, Camp cottages and the seeping back of the also plans' to inspect the museums
Annis; j . H. Marchetti, Brunswick; money to Portland, building Portland and aquarium® in New York City. At
E. H. Grose, Stratton.
commercially through the salmon of Boston he was in conference with
the Massachusetts fish and game
Sebago.
commissioners
at the State House
The next speaker called upon was
and he also stopped at Wilkin,scow iille
Arthur
G.
Staples,
editor
of
the
Lew
se v e n
Massachusetts Central
iston Journal who in a very happy to visit the
Game
farm.
He planned to visit
vein talked and remainisoed to some
length upon hi® early experiences as tine Connecticut and New Jersey
He expected; to
a fisherman and concluded his re State game farms.
reach Washington on
Wednesday
mark®
by
making
an
earnest
plea
for
The big herring gull® which have
and
would
then
proceed
to
set up the
been frequenting the river around the game fish in the great rivers of
exhibits in the committee room.
the
State.
Mr.
Staples’
remarks
Augusta during the winter months ap
pear to be increasing in numbers were most interesting and were warn:
Chief of Hatcheries Arthur Briggs
R. iS. Hodgson of
as spring advances and a fleck of ’ v welcomed.
of
Wintliirop was at the department
Lewiston,
president
of
the
Maine
seven wa& counted Sunday morning
circling above the river a short dis Sportsmen’® Fish and Game Associa Monday on business.
tance frem the Kennebec Journal of tion also spoke briefly.
Among Monday’s callers at the
The chief speaker of the evening
fice.
During such time as the tomState
museum wCre Maurice E. Brad
was
Dr.
Edward
Breck,
Ph.
D.
of
Bos
cod® are running the gulls find plen
ty to eat, but at other times they ton, who gave a fin© illustrated lec ford and Harry A. Truman of Rock
Dr. Breck lias discovered a land.
apparently have to supplement their ture.
new
way
to secure inspirations from
■fish diet with whatever they can find
Claim© for bounties on lynx and
Dr. Breck advise® not
floating on the water, if it locks good wild animals.
bobcats
presented to the fish and
to
teach
animal®
tricks
hut
to
let
to them.
them teach you.
He has brought game department amount to $1104 in
to maturity more young birds and an the first two months of 1916 as com
W om an’s Unanimous Verdict.
When a man gets buncoed in some imals than any man living and his pared with 173 claims aggregating
manner by a woman there is only one lectures have been heard by thou $692 received up to March' 10, 1915.
opinion among womankind—It Serves sands while hi® book “ Wilderness Pet* The appropriation for 1915 wa® $2500
the Old Fool Exactly Right.
and for 1916 is $2000.
(Continued on page fouir.)

The inland fish and game depart
ment ha® been Informed by Game
Warden H. S. Stone of Patten in a
recent report of some interesting
£a,ots concerning tike deer and bob
cats in hiis section.
He says that
on a recent trip from Telos lake to
Chamberlain Jake, he passed- several
deer yards and saw numerous tracks
of bob cats; saw where they bad
been chasing the deer but found no
signs o f dead deer.
Going from
Chamberlain lake to Haymock lake
be saw sagas of many bob cat® and
found where they had killed cne
deer.
Between Haymock lake and
Chandler birook be saw lots of deer
and Jots of bob cats. These reports
bear out all the previous' words from
wardens to "'the effect that in their
judgment the number of bob cats
PLEASANT ISLAND CAM PS
in the Maine wood® was on the in
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex crease .
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates
for June, October and November.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop.,
Pleasant Island,
Maine

The new chief game warden has
had his erusing ground® principally
m Piscataquis and
northern Penob
scot counties and but few if any
men in the State possesses the inti
mate knowledge of those sections of
forest land as he.
His title of cap
tain comes from the fact that be was
at one time commander of the fam
ous old Doughty Guard® of (Dover
and Fox croft.
Warden W. Perkins is now chief of
the Penobscot and
Hancock county
regions, although he has a wide
knowledge o f other sections. Both cf
the men have had
exciting experi
ences during their long service in
the protection of the State’s fish and

INLAND EEL

BEAVER NOT
SO PLENTY

HOTEL ARRIVALS

AT THE TAVERN

1 Mountain View House I
Mountain View* Maine

FISH AND GAME

Por farther particulars write or address

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
»
»
»

DEPARTMENT

Maine.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log catnps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
and other information, write
C D . G R A N T (EL S O N C O ..
P. O . A d d r e s s . G ra n t’ s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

BALD M O U N T A IN CAMPS B*1**

|

Bald'Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on MooselookmeCun tic Lake. Near the best fishing grrounds. First class steam boat connections Auto
road to camps— Telephone connections— T w o mails daily—-W rite for free circular.
AMOS EL LIS. Prop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine

*j

FLOCK'.OF

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy o f access
nd nearly all the cam ps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, bear and small gam e are very
abundant.

Non-resident hunting license fee only S I 5.00
Write the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for
booklet with map.
F. N. BEAL, General Manager,

Phillips, Maine

HERRING GULLS
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what there is in canned soups and *started easy and my hope was not The sky was as blue as blue can
that to precious little.
I had de easily affected,.
I went faster and possibly be and the snow asi white
Not a breath
cided to spend the winter as cheap it snowed faster; great big Decem as only snow can be.
ly as possible and therefore had re ber fltakes. The tracks were still of aiir was stirring and old siol was
tired to my camp in the Laurentian easi'lty discernible, they were not go trying hard to steal a race 'c h king
frost.
He lit up the place wcaidiermountains, situated on Lac Long,
Collection of Maine Fish for Com one of the most beautiful sheets of ing so fast now but there was a big fully well1 hut the other feUtow was
burned patch cn top of the mountain
water in these mountains and full and they were making for that.
mittee Room.
I in hi® glory and master of the tem
You, expect me now to
of Sialveliinus fontiinalis.
I
had hoped they would, not, but
they perature.
Tn accordance wiltihi th*e order of brought all1 necessary provisions, but did, and lit was getting so dark and run into a deer and knock it down
the governor and council the State not much meat as I counted1on kill I was getting so weary. There was with my ski cr something Hike that.
You
Museum collection which it was vot ing a deer in deer season which no possible means to cut them off To tell the truth I did not.
Well, and the snow -kept on coming down Lave read the stcry of the fox aaid
ed to plaice in the fisheries commit would last me until spring.
I felt like
tee room of United States Senator what meat I had, had gone by the in pail full®.
I came to the edge the grapes I suppose.
I would only get sick of
Charles F. Johnson at Washington beginning of December, also sundiry of the burnt land hut ail I could that fox.
was started from Augusta, Wednes rabbits and some of the habitant®’ see was the
general direction doi deer meat after a while and iit would
\Vlhy should
day afternoon of last week by ex salt pork, which latter however did which the tracks, lest themselves fin be a shameful waste.
I
want
to
kill
a
deer?
Why Eaideed.
not
agree
with
my
system.
Partridges
the sinow.
I followed', tills direction
press.
Curator Thomas A. James,
who to to look after the proper plac were scarce this season and I was cautiously as I thought they might Deer are much too beautiful: and
ing cf tiie exhibit at tine committee soon sick of eating rabbit all the have stopped on, the other side, of graceful to be killed in such a sneakI Iliad spent many a day the burnt land, but there was neith mg fashion.
room® left Augusta on the 4.07 train time.
looking
for
the elusive white tail but er sign ncir sound.
I landed at the old shack about 11
Thursday afternoon for Wasihingtom.
Daylight bad
with
the
exception
c f finding a few gone and here I wasi footled again. a. m., a,nd tcok those skis off. Then
Tihie exhibit cointainsi a six-pound
had Wearily I tramped back to my lone I collapsed.
What lis the mutter?
saltmicai mounted under glass, a most tracks, several hours eld, I
never
got
nearer
my
goal.
I could Qiave gone
beautiful specimen with handpainted
ly shack and had an immense feed .1 was not tired ?
I hared, my
Gradually I accustomed taysellf to of macaroni and cheese1 and frozen another fifteen mile®!
background, the’ work of Curator
A nice mess.
I must have
macaroni,, stewed apples andi that night I had leg.
James; a four pound trout, repres a diet of canned soups,
ented as hanging on a birch tree, Lentils rice, etc., varied with stew a nightmare.
Gigantic stags with burst a blood vessel (in cne of my
also under glass; a 22-.point moose- ed prunes and apples and forgot a- cedar trees for fliicrnsi and does with falls and the blood bad gone under
There was a patch1 the
head, a beautiful specimen, al'so a bout meat altogether,, except on rare lovely blue eyes were standing on the skin.
36-poflnt deer head, unmoumtedi, one occasions when I dreamed I was my chest and1 on my 'hands- where I size of a hand,, purplish black, and I
of the record specimens of the state. having dinner at the “ Windsor’’ In held the old Lee Enfield and I tried had not felt a thing until I put my
In addition to these1 specimens Montreal and eating venison, steak to have a crack at orne but
they foot cn the ground without the ski'.
there is also being forwardedi to which is one of my favorite dishes. would not step off my hands and I I began to feel it then, however. I
Washington to form port of the The next day I would' feel such, a could not raise my gun,.
Next I crawied into, the shack and managed
same exhibit by the Maine Central craving for meat that I would pick was hanging head down in a tree to .light a fire and get the macaroni
I bandaged my game
and Bangor & Aroostook railroad: sev up my old, Lee Enfield again and and a roa,st leg of deer, miciely laced pot agoing.
eral fine photographs of
sporting spend the- whole day in the bush, on with bacon came along and stopped leg with sundry liniments, vinegar,
camp and fliish and game scenes along snow'shoes or skiis, still (hoping for right under my niose and it smelled witch, hazel and mustard, hoping that
the line of these roads.
The entire the coveted prize; but luck was not so good.
I tried to ha/ve a lick one cf them might have same- effect
exhibit will be placed in the {rooms with, me.
but could not reach it and the more and then I lay down on, my bunk to
of the fisheries committee of wilnich
One morning about the middle of I struggled the fart heir away it went. listen to the singing of the tea
Slowly the familiar and to
Senator Johnson is .chairman.
December, I heard a shot across the I struggled so hard that my feet fin kettle.
the
camper
welcome, sound) faded
ally
came
loose
and
the
next
tilling
Such -an exhibit cannot fail to be lake in my own bush, and a while
of great value to the State of Maine later an Indian o f the nearby re I knew I was lying on the floor in frem my memory, or was it the oth
er way round.
I know
something
as a means of advertising the staite, serve came across the lake, drag front of my bunk with a sore head.
The 28th of December, only four faded—But what was that? I sat up
being thius placed in an important ging a doe, he had just killed,. Irony
Never bad I heard a
He more day® and the season will be with a start.
committee room where so many of fate, on my own property!
I decided to make one teakettle make such a noise or was
people come in the course of the told me there were three deer to closed.
I it a new pattern, of nightmare? There
year.
When they are placed in the gether and I could not miss the metre gigantic and final effort.
It is a deg
same discriminating and attractive tracks of the other two.
I picked was sick of nightmares and macaroni. it is again,, louder.
I was awake now and I
Ste. Agatbe to ten barking.
manner that characterizes
Curator up my rifle, rammed' a few cartrid I wanted; meat.
See jhiard- hopped to the window mindful cf my
Jamies’ placing of the exhibits in the ges in the magazine, put on my miles from my camp-.
State museum they cannot fail to snowishoes and set out immediately, wood ridges, ideal deer ground, a leg and—hoys, the picture I beheld
'have a powerful
impression upon putting a handful of dry prunes into beautiful midiwinter day, 50 below would have made the heart of any
There
The snow was a little noisy, man with, red blood jump,.
people of other parts of the country my pocket for sustenance. I found zero.
as regards Maine’s fish and game re the tracks very soon, a buck and a so I took skis in preference to Enow- were my deer—two of them, coming
If I should be disappointed down the easy sloping, bare, hillside,
doe, but they had been going at an shoes.
sources'.
awful pace.
After a mile or so on the way ever, I should stay over making straight fer my hut and a
M E A T A T LA ST
they ihad allowed down a little but night dm Ste. Agatlie and have a ■habitant's1 sheep dog behind them.
had not stopped.
I followed right beef steak anyway and still hope for I tried to make calculations. I could
I grabbed my shotgun,. I knew
There not.
Experiences at a W in te r Camp in on,, determined that It wasi now or the next day coming back.
never; here was my chance at last. are two roads running parallel about there were two No. 4 cartridges' in
the Laurentians.
What good wculd they be? I
I know these mountains well enough three or four miles apart, a drain it.
I saw red and smell
mountains
between did not care.
For three weeks I bad been living not to get lost even should it—what’s cf Lakes and
I could taste it already.
without a scrap of meat except that?— Snow! Well it did snow. It them. I held my course about equi ed meat.
distant between the two roads, in the I went to the door, still hidden,, even
One o f the
-yimimimiiiniiMniiiiiiiniiiiiimimmmmmimiiiniimiiimmmiiii.....................................................................iiminimiimniiimiiiimmmiiiiii south slope of the mountains. Every outside1. What next!
It turned to
thing went fine except that I did deer came in sight.
I
not see any deer.
However I would the left and made for the lake.
be more careful on my way back. I never saw such bound® in all my
No use here.
Where is the
had my steak and decided to buy a life.
I ran to the corner of the
piece c f meat in the morning to other?
house and had a peep.
Here she
A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best | take back to camip in case I should cernes. It is a doe.
It can’t be
fail in my mission.
I started back
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | at daybreak
Would she take
on
the
morning helped; it as meat.
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
It is five feet if an
of the 29th,, but the butcher's store ' the fence?
She only heard the- dog be
was net open, for business yet and inch.
I ran right
ail my knocking was cf no avail. It hind, she did not see.
Sllie took the fence, it was
was a very cold morning,
certainly at her.
more than 10 degrees below
zero a glorious sight and when she was
I spot cash takes it. For further information write
and I 'had not enough clothes, on my at the apex, gloriously silhouetted aback to camp in the open in front gaiinst the dark blue siky, both barcf the butcher store for any length ,ielis went off simultaneously, not ten
She came down on
of time.
At last I made up my feet from, her.
mind to go on and if I should fall her side ami never moved again.
to find that deer which was coming The jump (had broken' her heart and
PHILLIPS,
MAINE
to me, I would have to fall back on I was sorry, but here was meat at
rabbits, macaroni' and nightmares a- last.—C. R. Parti,k dm Rod and Gun
.fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuilllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiilflliiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiitiiitiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mmmiiiimiiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiT
in Canada.
gaiin.
I did my prettiest on my way back,
making fifteen out of ten male®. I
looked behind' every tree and even
on tap o f some.
At last I Host in
terest and I caught myself several
times whistling which is not very
conducive to successful deer hunt
Mrs. Alice C. Doyle has made a
ing.
I went for the bare places to
have a good slide on my skis. The rift to the Squirrel Island Library
snow was fin fine condition, what W’e of bier pet squirrel of forty years
The squirrel is
beautifully
skiers' call; ‘fast’. I crashed down ago.
a couple of times and ami still won mounted and will he the only spec
dering ihow I picked, up all) my bones imen on the island, so far as known.
and put them, hack in, their proper The little animal's history is espec
plaices.
It was a glorious day, much ially interesting, and a booklet has
too glorious to he cut for murder. been written about hiim as the cully

MUSEUM EXHIBIT
TO WASHINGTON

A REAL BARGAIN
$ 3 ,0 0 0

I

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to
M a in e W oods (outing edition.)

N am e....................................................................................
Address............................................................................................................
State

......................................................................

gray squirrel ever in Italy.
Mrs.
Doyle came into possession, of her
pet in Louisville, Ky., in 1862, where
she rescued him in a 'half frozen
state.
Mrs. Doyle bad a special
eagle made for him and with her he
traveled 'in nearly every state fin the
Union,, and was taken to Europe.
In London lie was the second squir
rel that was ever there. The first
was taken over from United1 States
in 1860 by tine Prince o f Wales and
presented by (Lion to th-e Zoological
gardens.
In Italy, where the squir
rel was taken by Mr®. Doyle, lie was
as much of a curiosity. The squir
rel died apparently of a
broken
heart, after a few week®’ separation
from his mistress, to whom he was
extremely devoted.

CHANGES IN
GAME WARDENS
The members of the commission on
inland fisheries and game, which
consists of Harry B. Austin of Phil
lips, Leon G. C. Brown cf Mild and
Frank E. Mace of Augusta, at a
meeting ilielld Thursday voted that
chief warden® and all warden®, who
have served eight years or more
shall after the first of March, receive
$2.50 per day, the
regular working
wardens will receive $2.25 per day
and wardens who work subject to the
orders of the chief wardens shall re
ceive $2 per day.
The following warden® were Thurs
day notified that there would be no
further work fer them for the prosent:
David Ellis cf Oakland), R.
R. Tremblay of Enfield-, John, R.
Flint of Monscn, Howard Wood cf
Greenville, Robert Gross of
Rockwood, E. T. Ressey of
Therndifee
and L. N. Simmons of Waldo.
David F. Brown cf Greenville warn
appointed a® a warden' to succeed
Howard Wood of that place, Albeit
J. Skidmore of Liberty wa® chcsea
as dhief warden of Piscataquis c-uustty, Samuel L. Worcester of Macbiw
wa® promoted to the chief wardonr
ship of Washington county, Capt
William T. Pollard of Foxcrotft MB
appointed chief warden for Piscata
quis county, while Fred A. Weever of
Old Town and Morris Bishop
of
Lambent Lake were named a® deputy
wardens.

71 YEARS OLD BUT
GOT HIS LIMIT
Venango, Pa., Feb. 22, 1916.
Tc the E ditor of Maine Woods:
Incloscd find, postoffice order for
$1.00 for which, please send
your
paper fer another year.
I like the
paper very much.
I am 71 years
old, but I got my limit to. your state
last year, and have
engaged tea
same camp next year.
Yours truly,
L. B. Sheared.

^ Inside Information is

the costly, valuable in
gredient that figures
most prominently in all
PET SQUIRREL
. GIVEN TO LIBRARY business deals.
There is a wealth of
“ Inside Information” in
the want ads.
Many business men
whose preeminent suc
cess is attributed to a
highly developed fore
ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ? sight and shrewdness*
are in reality making
daily use of this want ad
Franklin Square
“ Inside Information.”

^

Y oung
w om en
going
Boston to w ork o r w titey,
any lady going to H o r to n fo r
pleasure e r on e cho p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m a lo oo oort eirtll
find th o

House

a d e lig h tfu l p la c e to ato p . A
H o m e -H o te l In th e h e a r t o f
B o e to n e x c lu s iv e ly f o r w o 
m en.
630 room *, s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f acceoa,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
For p a r
tic u la r s a n d p ric e s a d d re s s

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton S t, Boston, Mass.

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth.

-
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behind and entering the forest.
trousers, and lumberman’s
rubbers;
The first (heavy snow faill of the
the second was evidently a “ Province
season had just fallen and everything
was covered with tine glittering snow man” of 'Scotch descent and answer
as yet hardly marked by the track ->f ed to the name of Sandy; while tine
forest folk, and tine crisp air set thiirdi, a lithe fellow- of about thirty,
Marcia aglow as she snuggled deep had the black (hair, high cheek-bones.,
er ’into the robes.
The driver was and almost reptilian width, between Meeting of American Game Pro
taciturn and Marcia was not sorry,
tective Association Will Have
the .eye® Which' proclaimed him. a
Writen for Maine W oods, By Bruce Stewart
there was too much to see and feel
“
breed”
.
He
wa®
a
finely
built
fel
for Iher to care to talk.
Many Attractive Features.
On they went made after mile low and Marcia decided that be
PiroilJo<g!U©
ocimimuniicate with thie office come ou down the snowy way which was only would be almost handsome in a crude
New York City, February 29.
A
The Chairman of time Comjm.’i&aion to iSt. Francis.
a narrow aisle through, the woods. way but for hi® eyes in Which hat 'lordly peacock will furnish tlie pdleoe
of Inland Fisluenieis and Game swung
“ You have never disappointed us The green evergreens stood on eith
red and lawlessness seemed bileindied de resistance at the dinner to be
aronnd in biis piiivat-ohaLr as the door in the past, Miiiss Lawson, and I trust
er hand, their fan-sihaped bough® bem1
of his private cffce closed, and you Win not new.
with the crafty hardnes® common to given at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
Good day.”
low with, the load of snow, the sup
curtly greeted the girl! wiio had en
Hi®1 ooimpanicn® ad March 6 in connection with the an
And the Comimlssioner turned a- ple birches made arches over the Indian eyes.
tered, bidding (her be seated; then gaiin to Ihiis desk.
dressed .him a® “Le Loup” , a name nual conference on game breeding.
road and when disturbed by the- pas
be sat rapping ihds desk with a pen
which Marcia, rallying hits cf acad The bird comes from Kentucky, and
sage of the sled sent down miniature
cil and apparently re-arranging in hdis
emy French to her aid., judged was is tine gift of Mr. R. A. Chile®, a
Chapter I.
storm® of their own.
Once- fin a
mind what be was about to say. Fin
a nickname and a most appropriate well-known attorney of that state,
while the team passed a cabin tenant one.
who .maintains at hi® home near Mt.
ally he broke the silence.
ON T H E B O R D E R
I
ed by hunters, once in a while a
Sterling a modal game and poultry
“ Doubtless you are wandering iwlhy
Most of the conversation wa® car
tiny clearing and set of buildings
farm.
Oscar, tlie Waldorf’s cele
we have sent for you again.
Let
ried
on
in
French
and
the
girl
was
pioneer who
brated miaitre d’ hotel., asserts, that
On the second of December Mar made by some hardy
me see,—it has been two years since
mingled farming with guiding, trap able to understand but little of fits a peacock presents no problem to
you worked on that fish case in An cia Lawson stepped froon the train
trend,, but When Le Loup took a
ping, and lumbering.
tire Waldorf’s chefs and that
an
droscoggin county, and we have not at Conners and was met by a maekibandage from lias hand, disclosing a
ostrich, tiinamou, cr dodo bird could
At last they came to a group cf
used you since.
You did well on naw-clad woodsman who asked if she
ragged wound across the back, she
that case and now we have bigger was tine young lady Pete Yasiliaw wias more pretentious buildings and the jumped to the ocheLusion that there be handled with equal, success were
”
Wiben she replied jin the driver pulled up before the low door had been an accident and' asked bow they procurable.
game for you.
You know that Ca expecting.
way.
Mrs.
Vashaw,
a
comely
Ca
affirmative
the
man
picked
uip
her
Peraniiisisiion
has
been
given
the Anadian poacher, PbiiLip Lamonte, who
it (had 'happened.
nieirfiican Game Protective Association
has troubled us in years past, is at heavy suit case, rifle, and snow- nadian woman of thirty, appeared fin
“ An accident?’’ repeated the breed,
by CoLonel Anthony R. Kuser and
his old game again.
We have a re shoes and led the way to where a tlie door and behfimd her crowded “ Oufii, an accident.
It is astonish
In
voluble,
tlie New York Zoological Society to
ward of $500 out for him.
Half of shaiggy grey horse stood bit clued to a the little Vashaws.
ing how little of care some hunters
show at the conference colored ster
Aroostook county has been gunning primitive sled whose box was filled but broken, English She made Mar have at What they shoot.
One fi®
Having packed the cia welcome and explaining to the
eo pti con .slides' of plheasonts
made
for him and six or seven of the best with straw.
sometimes
tempted
to
shoot
at
them
•from plates used to illustrate the
wardens have had a try for him, but lufegage securely on behind, and tuck driver that ‘‘Pete, lie hup in de Jn return.
Oui, cinily an accident,
monumental work on tihie. pheasants
be is still at large.
W e have kept ed the robes wiedd around hiiis passeng wood wit’ hunters” she bade Man Mam’ sefiile.”
And file showed Ms
put
his
(horse
(in
the
Little
log
of the world which is being prepar
the matter as quiet as possible and er, the man climbed fin and with a
white teeth in a laugh, that Iliad al
ed under the direction of the Zoo
the press has not got wind of it yet. grunted ‘‘Mush d aw !’’ the team mov stable and come fin for a lunch.
most the snarl of ihnis namesake.
Marcia was ushered into a tiny
logical Society by C. William, Beebe.
As soon as the papers get hold o f it, ed away from, the little settlement of
Marcia had in her outfit some lin
bedroom off tine main, Living-room
It wll be in four volume® and will
matters will be more complicated Connors.
en and a small medicine kit whdfcth
be sold for $259.
Tlie expense of
T o Marcia Laiwlson, born cn a and soon the driver brought fin her
than they are now.
We must have
she always took on (her camping
luggage.
Mrs,
Vashaw
was
full
of
collecting the material) for this work
Maine
farm,
brought
utp
in,
the
free
that man. Today is the twenty-third
trips, and now she brought these,
of November, in tlie second o f next dom o f the wood® and fin the com concern over finer guest’s health and deftly cleansed the wannd, drew the and its publication, amounting to
stlong
jm
her
praise
o
f
sundry
herb
more than $100,000, is being bome
pany
o
f
her
brothers,
and
used
to
month a guide will meet you at Con
edges together, and neatly bandaged
preparations
good
for
all
the
ill’!®
that
by
Colonel Kuser.
This will be the
tli
crude
life
of
the
backwoodsman,
nors an the Canadian side and bring
the finand white the Indian sat mot
you back over the line to where you the journey did not seem, unnatural. flesh might falfL heir to, but Marcia ionless, never flinching, nor taking first public exhibition of those sides.
The paintings, from which they were
are to make headquarters. You will She bad always been accustomed to patiently explafiined to her that there hi® eyes from (her face.
When she
made are the work of the foremost
when her was nothing serious the matter with
want your woods outfit and take playing a hoy’s part
had finished, he gave a ®iurly, “ Meranything else you sete fit. You are |brothers were away from home, now her and that the doctors had told oi” , and turned again to the conver American and English artists. Tlie
going for your health—'nervous break Ishe was playing a man’s part away her a month cr two away from tlie sation of hi®’ companions, hut once slides will be shown on the after
down, brainstorm, any tilling
you from home, the difference did not city and fin the opeai air would be or twice Marcia glanced up with an noon of March 6 fin connection with
the best mediicine, and all the med
a talk on practical pheasant breed
choose to chili it.
There wiili be seem great to Iher.
uncanny feeling and found Cine black
ing by E. A. Quarles, director of
At an early age tJh© untamed spirit icine, necessary for her.
two weeks of hunting left, t'htfsi Laeyes fixed upon. her.
the Association’® Department of
The next morning she dressed in
monte is a good guide and being so of her Highland ancestors had mlade
When supper was finished tlie Game Breeding and Preserving.
r.he
rough,
clothes
she
loved
so
well
near the bonder you may be able to itself manifest in her and she had
children teased her to go with them
hire him—'guiding on our aide is one preferred the trail and camp life in and saMiiied out along the wood roads
on
an errand to the nearest neigh
and
trails.
Toward
night
her
'host
of the least thongs we have against tiie society o f heir father and broth
bor’®, fiiailf a mliile away; and, since
returned
and
proved
to
be
a
typical
ers
to
the
more
conventional
life
him.
You are quick with a gun
by her mother and sisters.
As woodsman and most interesting' talk they would give finer peace cn, no oth
and ought to be able to catch him
When she re
er, full of tales of the hunt. To him er term®, she went.
she
grew
older
her
mother
insisted
off Ihiis guard, but get ham. anyway.
turned
an
eloquent
diilscus&ion
was
If you can’t get bold o f Mm any that she attend a rural! academy with Marcia explained that she hod spent going on in the kitchen, a discus
a
little
cf
each
year
fin
the
woods
her
sisters,
and
finding
that
for
once
other way, try the DeLllah act and
sion in Which Mirs. Vasihow seemed
Chief Warden F. T. Jorgensen of
lead him in where Johnson or Sdlnoil- her father would not uphold her in and was used to hunting and tramp to have the floor the greater part'
ing,
but
not
oln
so
large
a
forest
and
her
preferred
course
of
action,
she
Haywood Thursday reported to fhe
lard can nab him—you have their ad
of the time, and for a moment her
department of inland fisheries and
dresses here, “he tapped an envelope submitted to the inevitable iwdith so she wished a guide to take her entrance was unnoticed.
out
when
she
felt
able
to
go
be
game the payment of a fine of $40 by
under hfts hand,” and can call on for grace and’ ifor a time heir weeds
“Ah', yes, and was I not right?’'’ George S. Clayton of Garfield
Mr.
for
help at any time, but play the game friends and haunts saw little of her. yond the limits o f the trails.
questioned her hostess of tlie three killing and having in possession part
alone as far as you can, he manages Bui! at seventeen she had returned, Vashaw was interested and promised
“ Did I not say She was here of a deer February 27 at a lumber
whenever men.
to know every time a warden gets and laying aiside her newly acquired to take .her out himself
for more than lieafithi?
And you, camp in Township 11, Range 16,
lie
haw
the
leisure,
and
to
provide
a
acecmpLiisIhmentsi
as
easily
and
quick
within twenty miles of hiim.
Here
Le Loup, because she swalllloWed Arcostook county.
guide
when
slhie
wished
to
go
aind
lie
He also reports
ly
as
she
hadi
dropped
her
woods
are some instructions in thdis enve
your story of an accident and did, up the payment of $40 by Adolph Backhimself
was
not
at
liberty.
garb
and
speech
on
entering
schoci,
lope, this is a check book cn a Ca
A week of hunting followed, short youir hand for you,, you would believe strom of Stockholm, for killing and
nadian bank that no onie can possiiib- she once more turned1 to the forest.
The
odd
guides'
and
hunters
who
had
trips
at first, then Longer one® as her innocent.i Bajb! but you mien having in possession a deer, Febru
afllly connect with the Commission.,
are easy to .hoodwink!
Did I not ary 14, in .Stockholm.
Chief War
they’ll cash them for you at Con taught tine child thieiir craft were Marcia’s supposed inabilities) liesisientelil you you would find somethfing den Howard Wood of Greenville re
pleased
to
find
that
the
tali,
little
ed.
.Several
time#
ishe
ishot
at
game
nors; and this sealed package con
that would show sine was here1 for ports t'lie payment of a fine of $50
tains some papers and credentials girl with the steady, steel-grey eyes and wisely missed fit. Different guiles
no
good purpose?
But for me she by Peter Goodhue of Greenville Junct
could
istffliL
Sluoot
straight
anid
ccok
hearing of the “ girl at Vashiaw’s”
that will put you straight WitIn any
would firave stayed here unmolested ion for trapping without a license,
over
a
camp
fire,
and
was
not,
as
offered
their
services,
girl®
being
a
local authorities with whom you may
until! slhe finad set a trap for Lamonte February 28.
come in contact.
If you
wtislh to they averred, “ a bit spiled by bein’ novelty and at a premium fin that and fine rest of you, yes, if fit were
stuffed with book-lamin’ ” ,
while locality, so she .had guide® in plenty,
her brothers welcomed her return but despite the numbers that came not for me it would have been even
Value of Good Intentions.
But
as they woould that of one of them and went, no one- answered to the so. Ah, .slhe 4® a .Shrewd onie!
To a certain extent, one can be as
SANDY RIVER RANGELEY
selves.
name of Lamonte.
Once,
indeed, Nanette Vasihaw knows too much. If good as he resolves to be, for a good
LAKES RAILROAD
P was the fall after iher return Mrs. Vashaw mentioned hois name sfiie had nothing to keep secret, why intention clothes itself with power.
TIM S TABLE
that She had first come to the notice and received a warning glance from did sfiie keep liter bag always lock
In Effect, December 13, 1915.
of the Commission iby reporting a iter .husband, a glance which she ig ed?”
Discouraging.
At this point Mrs. Vashaw noticed
After a mother has taught her son
At first Marcda showed but
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm- ca-^e of poaching amid hawing the evi nored.
nirton for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at dence ready for use when a warden languid 'interest fin. the subject,
but Le (Loup’si eyes fixed on, the door be not to keep his hands in his pockets,
6.15 P. M.. and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pashind liner and turning confronted Mar to turn his toes out and not to sniff
was
sent
to
Jlook
into
the
case.
Tine
as
Mrs.
Vashaw
grew
more
voluble
•enger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A . M.
»ad from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10 next spring the Oommiiissiom, remem in praise of the hunter, she inquired cia, whereupon she burst into anoth his nose or smack his lips when he
P. M.
Marcia Was eats, it must be discouraging to hear
bering her interest and the Iskillfl how 'it happened that she ihad not er tirade fin French.
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at
people remark a month after his
she had shown, sent her to another met Ihliim, and learned that Lamonte unable to understand a word of fit
11.00 A . M.
marriage that his wife made him.—
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong part o f the State to ferret out some was out with a party ‘‘ovafire
de and was at a .loss, to -comprehend the Wichita Eagle.
from Phillips at 6.23 K. M.. and from Phillips and
fish poachers who had1 safely eluded lane” .
There she let the matter meaning of the- excitement until! her
Rangeley at 1.34 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.15
P. M.. and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and the vigilance of severkl wardens'. Pos drop and waited.
Through, instinct hostess thrust a torn envefliopie finto
6.47 P. I f .
Passenger trains leave Strong for ting as a travelling
agent she had and the training she had received her finand. and demanded that she ex THE CABIN B O A T PRIMER
Farmington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 JP. M. For
The envelope was addres
Phillips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Range- spent ten days in the locality, locat from her old friend®, slhe knew that plain fit.
HIS is a very in
ley at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P- M. and ed the poachers, notified a warden the hunter who hiurrie® rarely
teresting and in
suc sed to Marcia and had been sent in
for Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
when and where he could find them ceed®, and she applied that know from Connors, by one of the nnen structive book on mak
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M.
ing cabin boats, canoes,
and from Kingfield at 8.26 A . M .. and from Farm at their work, seen the offenders car ledge to the hunt sihie now had
on who had forgotten about it until row boats, etc. It tells
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
Children had of the various streams
ried before a magistrate, and had re hand.
Time would be Eimimaterial to after Marcia and the
P. M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
Then Mirs. VaShaw with) true one can trip on with a
turned to her home without a person,, tine Comimiiissiion. as long as she final gone.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farm ingfeminine curioisity hiad turned lilt and cabin boat, how to
ton at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at save the officials, knowing who bad ly overtook the game .she pursued'.
equip for such a trip,
5.15 P. M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm aided the warden.
turned
it, this why and that, held it what to wear and eat,
New, at 20, the
The second week passed much: as
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From RangeCommission wais sending her where tlie first Ihad and was nearly at an up to the light, and partly made out cost of a two month’s
l«y at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A . cider heads had failed, to see Sf slhe
end when, three weary
appearing t’ne letter-heading of tine Commission. trip. It gives descrip
M„ Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
tions and diagrams,
could
in
same
way
trap
one
of
the
woodsmen
dopped
in
at
Vashaw's Thereupon., regardless, of ccansequienicr photographs and chapters on construction,
ington at 2.15 P. M.
es,
Slhe
had
opened
fit
anid
revealed
had one afternoon just a,t dusk.
Pete
when to float, when and where to land and
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves for Farm most notorious poachers who
ington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. M.
eve- harassed thoise worthy officials. was away, but hiiis wife greeted in pdalim typewriting the communicat other useful hints. Book is compiled of
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M,
Marcia facts and observations made by the ‘ author.
Her mother had raised many ab them as old friends and set about ion of the Commission to
and leaves at 7.30 A . M.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
Lawson
“
Special
Warden.’
’
Just
what and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
jections
to
her
going,
but
her
woods
preparing supper for them. Marcia
SALEM Passenger Train leaves for Strong at
12,50 P. M. and for Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
man father had pooh-poohed all ar was playing with the Vasfiiaw child the letter said., Mr®. Vasihaw, wiho.se Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at guments and had said:, “Let her
go, ren and her (hioetes® introduced her knowledge of English was limited, Trip
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment,
I. 45 A. M. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow at
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends 01
without mentioning could mot make out, but on the bord Equipment,
2-53 P. M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at Mother, if the Commission thinks slue to the “hoys”
The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
II. 30 A . M ., and passenger train arrives from can do any good.
Miamsihy has had either her name or those of the men, er the words, “ Commissioner® cf In Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
Bigelow at 4.50 P. M . Passenger train leaves
land Fisheries and Game’’ are word® Landing Lists. Floating, Floating at Night and in
a different trainin’ from other gitls and went on with her work.
for Farmington at 12.30.
that even the tiny tots can pick out Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast
an’ ishe cam take care1 o ’ herself any
The
men
were
evidently
woods
and Some Rope Hints. Landings, Troubles, Care
BIGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
slhe upon a notice and those wends on a of the Boat. Ways of Making Money, On Making
9 15 A . M ., and departs for Kingfield and where, she won’t come to no harm, men of a deeper dye than any
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Game and
Farmiagton at 10.00 A. M . Passenger train ar mother
Let her go.”
had previously seen and Marcia sur Letter to Mils® Lawison could mean Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing,
rives from Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
Amusements, Books, Trapper’s' Canoe, A Cabin
S->, she 'had started, and new, be- veyed them with. 'interest.
One of but oue thing—that Mis® -Lawson Boat
for Kingfield at 4.00 P. M,
Coon Hunt.
was
a
spy.
.h
d
.n
i
’
the
shaggy
grey
horse,
she
was
the
three
was
a
sfiiort,
swarthy
Canad
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S I.00.
F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
(To Be Continued)
leaving the last traces of cividdzation ian clad in a dirty mackinaw, frayed
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.
Phillips, Maine.

A Tale of the Canadian Border

LORDLY PEACOCK
WILL BE ON MENU

GAME VIOLATORS
PROSECUTED

&

T

M AhNE

W OO DS,

A pungent incident about our coun
try’s father is in toasts made by
memhers of the foreign, legation din
ISSUED WEEKLY
ing more than a century ago in Eur
J . W . B r a c k e t t C o . ope.
The British Ambassador said: ‘lElngPhillips, Maine
land, the sun whose brightness shines
in remote corners of the earth!*'
L. B. BRACKETT,
When they drank that the French
Business Manager
Minister proposed:
“ France, the
mcon whose tender beams delight all
OUTING EDITION
Nation® shining in darkness.”
pages .................................................. 11.00 per year
They drank that, and,, as the Dutch
LOCAL EDITION
“Vat
12 and 16 pageB................................... $1.60 per year narrator expressed the' rest:
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub you think?
Vy, up jumped old Doc
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Franklin of the United States' of
S cents extra.
America and says:
‘Let us drink
to Chorge Washington, the Joshua
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
19#9. at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under who commanded the sun and moon
to stand still, and they obeyed.’ ” —
the Act of March 3, 1879,
New York Sun.

M A IN E W O O D S

Tfta Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
State ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
us and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ocally.
\
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
»nd game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address of your paper
hanged, please give the old as well as new
d dress.
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TAMING A
WILD COON

A C H A N C E FOR A M AN W H O CAN
L IC K H IS W E IG H T IN W IL D
C A TS.

Over 100 wildcats on exhibition in
the window® of the Hillside Dye
House.
These wildcats or bay lynx,
were purchased frcnii F. L. Wight of
Brewer by the Hillside Dye House
and are to be made into furs
for
next year, says the Bangor Commer
cial'.
The government pays a bounty of
$4 for each skin andi the trapper re
ceives lids bounty- by taking oath be-

Haskell Wili Manage the Aborn
and Cottages at Magnolia.
Interesting items from, the Frank
lin Journal:
Dwight D. Marwick is taming a
wilid coon which' John, Fellows
se
cured. alive 10 days ago while on, a
hunting trip.
The captive at first
objected strenuously to has surround
ings and> rejected wiitili the full1 vigor
of his teeth and claws aid friendly
overtures, but has now become more
consigned to hits condition and is
more tractable.
Two robins are reported to have
been seen during the warm speilL the
last of February by Miss Stella E.
Packard, the teacher, and the pupils
attending the HoHliey Neigh borhood
school.
The birds' were seen on
two successive days., but disappeared
during the cold snap which followed.
The birds were seen by so many Who
are familiar with their appearance
there seems to be little doubt they
were robins.
The pupils' scattered
crumbs for the early arrivals and
gave them as hospitable a welcome
as was possible.

THESE ANIMAL'S PRETTY PLEN
TIFUL.

for© a justice of the peace as to
what country the wildcat was killed
in.
The government removes the
the short tail and returns the skin to
the trapper.
Counting the bounty
with what the trapper gets for the
hide it makes' quite a profitable tran
saction.
The skins are usually dyed
black before making into furs but
they are sometimes made up in the
Harry A. Haskell of Rangeley, who natural colors.
They a’so make
is assistant manager of the Tamjpa fine rugs- after mounting the heads.
Day, Flla., Hotel, lias leased ao^d will
Personally manage the well-known MRS. M O RSE
IN F L O R ID A
FOR
summer reisort hotel The Abeam and
R E M A IN D E R OF W IN T E R .
Cottages on the • beautiful North
Shore at Magnolia, Mass. .Ralph W.
Friends of Mrs. S. R. Morse, a
Weeks, who is now' employed at the summer resident of Rangeley, wiilil be
Tampa Bay Hotel, will become tine glad to hear that she is improving
steward at the Abonm a® soon as1the in health and that she has left her
season opens.
home in Atlantic City for Rockledge,
Fla., to spend the rest of the win
H O W W A S H IN G T O N F IS H E D
ter.
She very much enjoyed the
shower of cards sent her in her re
Had a Tum ble Into the
Bait,
But cent illness.—Farmington Chronicle.
Hooked a Big Cod.

The fallowing anecdote of George
Washington is authenticated by the
letter here referred to, which is
stall preserved in the family:
Col. Samuel Cogswell; of Washing
ton’s staff, wrote to hiis wife from
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 6, 1789,
describing the voyage around the har
bor, made In the red, white and blue
barge, when the first President with
12 other men went to survey the
new Government Navy Yard and see
New England.
Tflie men, in the boat were fishing
for halibut, though without success.
Before long Washington's1 line got a
jerk* that almost upset him.
Hopes
were blaisted, however, when the
hook flew up empty, having caught
on the rooks.
“It let go so sudden,,” wrote Cogs
well; “ that Gen. Washington
was
precipitated down squarely on, their
bait pipkin (pall), Which, held alarms.
He also got hit on a com er of
“ Square Lamgdon’s hat,
which re
sulted. by the time they landed in a
black eye.
“ Hi® Excellency rose again with
characteristic grace and dignity,
veiling both' disappointment and dis
comfiture in simiiiles'.
For this mean
trick the god® compensated their
mortal) favorite by granting him a
lusty codfish—'the first and best
catch, of the excursion—just a mo
ment after his clammy downfall.”

tf Not a home in this
city but has its quota of
discarded furniture, rugs,
stoves perhaps, a wheel
barrow maybe.
A few cents for a
want ad and some one
who needs the very
article that lies rotting
in your garret will call
and pay you for it.
qiY ou are better off—
new owner is pleased—
and the article itself is
contributing to the re
duction of the high cost
of living.

^
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Bermuda produces nothing
once before, I think. They are many, of rest.
and some are beautifully color id., if but vegetables and a few cedar
Everything fer man and
not really fantastically dressed. Some goods.
a,re large and many are small. I saw beast is imported from England, Can
one amber fish, lately, which weigh ada and the United States, mostly
ed, alive, about 114 pounds.
It wu® from the Hatter country. Imports from
six
feet
long,
and
every
pant
of it the West Indies are not large.
Voyage Sometimes a Bit Rough,
was used for food for humans or bait There is no other place, within sev
for other fish.
Shark® come around en hundred miles cf New York where
but Weil Worth It.
the coasts occasionally.
One was so much benefit can be derived for
brought in here which was 11V2 feet the time and money invested; and al
Hamilton, Bermuda, Feb. '29, 1916.
long and weighed about 800 pounds. though the voyage is sometimes a bit
He was hooked accidentally and two rough and tedious it is seen over,
To the Editor ot Maine Woods:
Mercury 54 to 6i degrees. Having men had the time of their Hives bring
ing ihiim to Hand'. *
just finished a column for a local
Recent showers of hail have made
paper, “ The Mid-Ocean,” a copy of
us all think that the weather tables
which I buy to enclose under separ were being overturned, and that the
ate cover, and knowing how scarce warm Gulf Stream had Host its re
But
even, poor copy i® (or may be)
in viving, protecting properties.
we
know
that
that
is
not
the
fact;
winter, I felt like sending you a few
lines just to keep my pen hand in the fact is that as scon ais the
practice for next summer’s campaign. clouds roll by, the genial, warmth of
■<V
I hope to be somewhere in Maine Old Sol wiili make all nature laugh
and
grow
again,
and
the
thoughtless,
eaaly in the season, preferably in or
complaining tongue be stilled. Ocean
near Ox Bow.
'!
travel has been, very boisterous this
I haven’t heard from my old-time
season, and our New York boats
friend, Capt. Billy Soule since last
have been somewhat late
to ar
fall.
I dare say he’s very much arive, several1 times.
Steamer
clay
live and very busy, for he never
brings out a full attendance at the A WINTER SCENE IN THE WOOD?
loafs except when he’s' siick, and not
dock to “ welcome the coming, and
always when he is under the weath
speed the parting guests.” Runmersand all the discomfort is swallowed
er.
,in from the hotels, and carriages by
I expect that the new Grange halil the score, make Front street and the up in the delights cf a beautiful land.
Your® cordially,
at the Bcw is now finished, and ded dock an, animated scene; net to mien-1
J. C. Hartshorn©- ;
icated, and 'used.
It will, undoubt tion the 'huge piles of merchandise
edly, do much to attract not only and vegetables which fill every athe people of the Bow to a new civ vaiiilabie space.
A S S O C IA T IO N H O L D B A N Q U E T
ic centre, but many ethers from MiasThe present Bermudas' are the rem
ardis and Ashland and Squa Ban. I’d
nants of a much larger land 'area
(Continued from page one.)
like mighty well to see the young
Which stood up out of the sea in pre lias been called the best for boys
country lad® and lassies, with a few
historic times'.
At the northeaster in existence. In substance Dr. Brock
grey-beards thrown in for ballast, in
ly com er of the reef® stands North said, last evening following his inone of their jelly, goed dances in the
Rock, on which there is a light by troducton to the members of the
dance hall of this new Grange. Danc
night, about nine miles from
the Angling Association:
ing j® the Heading divertisement for
present north shore.
At the edge,
‘ ‘My method is the rearing of wild
the flock® of tourists who come to
the depth' of water drops off, almost pets, ravens, moose, bear, eooua,
Bermuda.
Alii the hotels', big and
perpendicularly, many hundreds of hawks, etc., is quite different from
little, furnish good orchestras, and
feet.
At the south Shore the reefs that employed by boys and most mem
one con' go to a full-dress(?) ball al
are very narrow, and, between Ber Very of tear the first question of a
most any night in the week at little
muda and St. Thomas on the south lady, when she has done me the
if any expense to the dancer. There
the sea is nearly four mile® deep. honor to pay a visit to Camp Budcis also golf, tennis; cricket, base ball;
Soundings by the British' ship, ‘‘Chal shaw, in Nova Scotia, and. make the
horse racing and swimming.
Also
lenger’’ Show that Bermuda stands acquaintance of some of my pets is:
boating, fishing, riding and,
though
on the submerged summit of a moun ‘Can he do any trick®?’
not least good walking on hard,
tain, and: that only a few miles to
“ It is difficult for me to keep a
smooth roads, and on by-paths to
the southwest are two more mountain pleasant face when those words
the sea, shaded by abundant vegeta
tops now under from fifty to two come out.
My answer is always:
tion in the midst of which, and half
•hundred and fifty feet of water. ‘No, madam, he cannot do any tricks,
concealed by it, stand the pleasant
There has been
no appreciable if you. mean by that a lot of imitathomes.
change in the Shore lanes since the ians of human actions, and he nev
Just now, from 15,000 to
20,000 Islands were discovered early in, the
er shall so long a® I watch over
packages cf vegetables go forward fifteenth century.
him.’
My object is not to see how
each week to the New York market.
Bermuda is a land of pure delight human I can make my pets, but,
Very soon onion® will fill the sheds
and perfect rest to one who is right- quite to the contrary, to try to bring
on the dock with thousands o f crates
lv exercised thereby.
It iS' just as up as naturally as possible so that
A full crate Sis 50 pounds; J think.
easy here to go fast and furious as I may study their real natures.
Easter lilies are already in bloom,
anywhere, and many tliere are who
‘‘I wish them to teach me, not me
but not many just yet. Easter Sun
go tloe limit.
It its not a gcod clim them.
Tricks they have in plenty
day will come late this year, April
ate for consumptives; but I have but they are the tricks of their kind.
23rd, and the
beautiful
oleander
seen rheumatism knocked out by the Of course, my idea would be moat
bloom will then be in its prime. The
liberal use of hot salt water, pure i fully really realized if I could study
gorgeous bourganvillia is spreading it
air and the genial ray®, of a south the little fellows in their natural en
self in flaming fashion, some with
ern sun.
I have seen many jaded, vironment, but that is, except for a
reddish flowers, emmasse, and oth
nervous people set up on their pins very few cases, manifestly impos
ers, more beautiful, with richest puragain after a few weeks or month® sible.”
pie.
The cabbage palm, sometimes

BERMUDA A LAND

OF PURE DELIGHT

called; royal palm, Ls*im bloom curious-j
ly displayed on its straight, granite
like trunk.
Tllie poinsettiia bloom
is passing, but the ponsianna, an oaklike tree, is still bare.
Its
leaves
are Hike green lace and the bloom,
which: comes on a little later, coyer®
the entire top with, great masses of
scarlet glory.
Scarlet is English,
you know, and therefore iis quite fit
for an English' coHcny.
The hibiscus, an ever-blooming
shrub, one kind With red, and one
with buff flowers; is quite common.
The century pillant, which, sends up a
stalk like a huge asparagus, i® just
coming into bloom.
It looks like a
gigantic candelabrum.' with
large
bunches of yellow flowers. The night
>
blooming cereus loves' the top of a
high wail over which, to hang its abundant bloom of yellow and, white
Look around and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
of a sad, sickening smell.
There is
a vine nearby whose flowers) are
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
white in the fcrenocn, then red in
the afternoon. Tim© and space would
mock or something else you don’t want.
fail me to mention all of the plants
and shrubs which flourish, here, the
which I am net able to do. Fruits
of many kind® and various fHavers
may be found in private garden®', in
cluding bananas,
peaches, grapes;
figs,, lemons; oranges and a
few
grape fruit.
I have eaten grape®
twice ini a year from off cf the same
W e have sold things for others, and we can do the
vine.
Pecan nuts (a few) are grown
here.
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
I have seer coffee and cotton, grow
ing in Bermuda., also allspice and
pepper plaints.
Indian rudbber trees
Address, Classified Department,
are numerous, also palmetto, and a
large variety of palms; including the
cccoanut and diate palms. The caves
M A IN E W O O D S,
and cavern® c f Bermuda, and the
Marin,© Gardens; a® well), ere points oi
great interest to the ‘beholder.
Of
•Phillips, Maine
the fish in the ®ea I have written

BIG RESULTS
FRO M SM A LL ADS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?

Someone else is sure to want it

1
M A IN E

C L A S S IF IE D
Qm e$nt • wurd in advance. N« headI in . or
■th«r dwplujr. Subject* in a. b. c. ardor

FOR SALE—Desirable house lots in
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
PRESSED hay at $16 per ton. Small
pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal, FhiL
Upa, Me.

W OO DS,

PHILLIPS NATIONAL
BANK ROOMS
Officers

Now

Doing

Business in

Commodious New Quarters

Thie officers of the RhiUllips Nation
al Bank, which has been undergoing
repairs since last October, are now
nicely located iin their new and
commodious quarters, and there is no
question but what this is as fine a
suite cf banking rooms as can he
found anywhere.
All materials used
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—Young, were of the best that could be pur
•ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy chased, and the townspeople should
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross, feel a just pride in having such a
fine bundling in town.
Phillips, Me.
Smokers, my “ government seal’’ cig»re are better than most 5
cent
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
10 cigars and. be convinced.
J. H.
Hannon, 195 South Mulberry street,
Dept. A ., Mansfield, Ohio.

RABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif
teen cents each.
Must be in good
conditicn
and non-poison ous,
and
dressed leaving skins on.
Can use
forty per week until April 1st. Tel.
64-15.
M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me65 VALUABLE FORMULAS, Tricks,
Illusions and House Hold hints in my
nterestimg magazine of two issues.
Sent complete for a dime. E. Stanley
Johnson, P. O. Box 144,
Burnside,
Conn.

WANTED—April 1st. Giirl for gen
eral housework.
Mrs. Joel Wilbur,
Phillips, Me.
WANTTED—Work in small family by
a middle-aged woman.
Box 68, Phil
lips, Me.

To Save u m brellas.

When you come In from the rain
put the umbrella in the rack with
the handle downward, because when
the handle is upward the water runs
down inside to the place where the
ribs are joined to the handle and can
not get out, but stays, rotting the
cloth and rusting the metal until slow
ly dried away. The wire fastening the
ribs soon rusts and breaks. If placed
the other way the water readily runs
off and the umbrella dries almost Im
mediately.
Add tc W o rld ’s Capital.
Every occupation, even the meanest,
which adds anything to the capital of

mankind, if followed assiduously, with
a desire to understand everything con
nected with it, is an ascending stair
whose summit is nowhere and from
the successive steps of which the hori*on of knowledge perpetually enlarges.
—James Anthony Froude.

is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
w orld. H e was the first bottler; has
the largest business and N Y O I L
is the best oil he has ever made.
W illia m

F. N ye

NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.

Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM F. NYE,

New Bedford, Maas.

M A P S O F M A IN E
RESORTS A N D

ROADS

Maine W oods has frequent inquiries
for maps o f the fishing regions o f the
state, etc.
W e can furnish the fo llow 
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .50
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50
Piscataquis County
.50
Aroostook County
.50
Washington County
!
.50
Outing map o f M aine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map o f Maine
R, R. map o f Maine
.35
Androscoggin County
.35
Cumberland County
.35
Hancock County
.50
Kennebec County
.35
Knox County
_
.35
Lincoln and Sagadahoc C ounties
.35
Penobscot County
-50
Waldo County
*3b
York County
.35

J. W B R A . C K E I T
Phillips;

C O .,

Maine.

There was an addition of 20 feet
made in the rear of the building,
and they now have the convenience
of a good sized public space, banking
room, directors’ room, toilet, closet
and vault.
The rooms are Vll finished tin the
western quartered oak, and the door
and window casings are fluted oak.
The walls are painted in the flesh
mellow tone to harmonize with the
wood finish.
The floors are of
quartered oak, varnished and rubbed
down four times and the floor is pro
tected with two feet rubber tracking.
Plate glass windows are used through
out and handsome chandeliers with
the semi direct lighting hang from
the ceilings with wall lights in ad
dition.
The sliades are In a special paint
ed green with sash curtains of vel
our.
New desks, tables, etc., have
been ordered in oak to match the
finish of the rooms.
The ad'diitiomail1 room in the cellar
will also be appreciated a® there is
one vault there and .12 large
cup
boards the length of the cellar built
t/' take care of the overflow oif sup
plies, files, etc. These
cupboards
are dust proof. Both vaults are built
in the modern style and are all steel
metal shelving.
The cellar ■walls
and floor are of cement.
Dr. E. C. Higgins, who
occupies
the ren\ over the banking room®, nov
has three additional rooms, making
it a most convenient and up-to-date
Ioffice.
These room® have all been
1newly painted and papered.
The architect was Harry S. Coombs
Icf Lewiston; the contractors, Noyes
& Campbell of Augusta and the con1tract of heating and plumbing was
! sublet by them to English & Dollliiver of Lewiston. The decorators were
Robinson & Austin o f Farmington,
and the work done by Fred Robinson
always speaks for itself.
The work from start to finish has
Ibeen done in a thorough and first ! edass manner and those having the
different branches of work in charge
j can feel gratified with the result,
and the owners are to he congratu
lated on their progressive spirit.
‘ P R E P A R E D N E S S ” FOR F IS H IN G .

The “ Oild (Doctor,’’ E. F. Aehile,
writes:
“ At this time of the year,
when we all' feel that notwithstand
ing the snow-covered earth we are
apt to see the whole tilling changed
to merry sunshine within a day, don’t
we all instinctively turn, our thoughts
to our fishing tackle?
We often
find them all in a most deplorable
condition o f miix-up and neglect.
“ This being the case, and the fact
staring us in the face that we may
he called' upon by a friend or impulse

P H IL L IP S ,
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Start
Your
Camp
and
Hotel
Advertis
ing
NOW!

your assortment i® complete.
The
writer has a most vivid recollection
of a floating trip of thirty-five miles
to the Big Piney, where he consum
ed twenty mile® of the trip using all
the standard favorite flies without
getting a single has® strike, and the
trip might have been a miserable
failure but for the suggestion of a
guide that he use a grizzly king. The
suggestion was 'a good one, for he
went into Arlington with a string of
thirty-five beautiful bass. On a sub
sequent trip he found the bass re
jected his fly, but struck greedily at
the hackles.
It is always best to
have more than' one of each, kind, as
one can easily use up a favorite fly
tfhen bass are striking lively, and it
is very discouraging to find at the
time that your supply is exhausted,
ririit in the middle qi the game, too.
Preparedness is a Ulbd slogan. Adopt
it at once; then you won’t have to
explain why that big fisli got away—
you’ll have him to show.”
NEW

H A T C H E R Y URGEfci FO R V I
C IN IT Y OF C H IC A G O .

S T A T E OF M A IN E .
County of Franklin, ss.

To Frederick N.
Watkins,on, of
Rangeliey, in said County of Frank
lin.
Whereas, Frederick N. Watkinson
on the 4th day of August, 1915, mort
gaged to Rangeliey Trust Company of
Rangeley the following personal pro
perty:
All of the
surveying and
mapping instruments and equipment
office fixtures and book® consisting
in part as follows: One transit, one
large srveying compass, one For
est Service Standard surveying com
pass, two large drawing tables, one
new Oliver typewriter, model No.
seven, drawing instruments, tec
hnical and scientific book®,
95
volumes, costing from one to five
dollars per volume, tents, camping
equipment, etc., of the said Freder
ick N. Watkinson, to secure
pay
ment of two hundred dollars which
mortgage is recorded fin the
town
record® of the town of Rangeley,
book Voi. F page 101 and whereas
the condition® of said mortgage have
been broken, now therefore, notice
is hereby given of otuir intention to
foreclose said mortgage fer breach
of its conditions.
March 6, 1916.

The Illinois State Fish Commission
has mapped out an extensive pro
gram for restocking the public wat
ers this season.
There will be dis
tributed 35,000,000 pike-perch fry, 1,Rangeley Trust Co.,
000,000 advanced black bass fry, 100,By H. B. MoGand, Treasurer.
000 black bass fingerlings, and about
15,000 rainbow trout fingerlings.
A new hatchery is nrged for the
vicinity of Chicago to better supply
waters in the middle and southern
part of the state, as the Spring Grove
hatching plant is already
producing
its full capacity, and more is need
ed.
One of the problem® that is to he
solved is the hatching of buffalo fish
at th© Havana hatchery to aid the
great commercial fisheries.
Owing to increased value of Illi
nois River bottom lands, much for
mer good spawning ground is now
reclaimed for growing corn, and this
to make a sudden and hasty trip out ha® interfered with the natural in
to a favorite lake or stream, let us crease of fisli accessary to maintain
the fishing industry.
ask ourselves the question, are we
fully pr.'pared to make sucih a trip?
Thread In Your New W ick.
To put a new wick in any lamp
It i® a part of wisdom as well as
good sportsmanship to take a careful burner carefully and quickly, first
three * a needle, then run the thread
look over our tackle boxes and see
across the wick and pass the needle
if all is in good order and our out through the burner.
fit complete.
First take your rod,
see if it dees not need some new
windings, a coat o f varnish, or lias
become rusty about the metal mount
ings or inside of the ferrules. Put
it in gcod shape or have it done.
Next take your reel, and if you were
careless about putting it away at the
end of last season with a wet or
damp line wound upon it, unwind the
line, testing its strength at frequent
interval® to find if it has any flaws,
for remember, a line 1® only as stron
as its weakest spot.
“ If it is kinked, mildewed cr weak
Conducts a first class job printing department
i ’
in any spots; discard it at once and
get a new line.
Take your reel apa.rt and clean it thoroughly, having
which specializes on Camp and Hotel work
special care that there is no rust or
fine sand in, the hearings. Then wipe
each part with a soft rag saturated
with a good col, put it together and
oil the bearings, after which, you can
try it to see if it works all right. If
you use the gut leader give each, one
of them a the,rough, test by first
soaking them in telftd water,
then
try their strength with your hands or
hanging a weight to them. Put aside
all leader® which show flaws. Better
get new ones than take chances with
the old ones1. ’ Examine the points
of all hooks, and if they are either
dull or rusty get your file, oil stone
and sandpaper and. get busy, after
which your oiled rag will put the
finishing touches to them.
“ If you are a fly caster, take a
look over your fly book to see if
they are ail in good order and

<][ Every minute counts
when you discover the
loss of jewelry, pocket
book or handbag,
tj Telephone a “ lost”
ad to this office.
A want ad means an
inquiry at every door in
town.
The cost is trifling.

MAINE W O O D S
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W h y not lei us H elp
you witH y o u r
a d v e rtisin g ?

q i t ’s a waste of time to
worry along with incom
The Pleasure
petent help when an
O f an Occasional Trip to
army of good material
PORTLAND
awaits you among the Will Be Greatly Enhanced If the
readers of the classified NEW CHASE HOUSE
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a
columns.
Home During- Your Stay.
Positively the Only First-Class Modern
tjfT he want ads— next House In the City, With All Conven
iences Including Hot and Cold Running
Water and Local and Long Distance
to the telephone— are Telephone
in All Rooms.
Just
a
step
from Monument Square
the necessary lieutenants
of the modern, busy business man.
Restaurant Connected. Kates Reasonable.
Take the "J itn e y” or Munjoy Hill car f-.om
Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY

H. E. THURSTON.
R. F. HIMMELEIN.
Proprietors.

W e design and print Books, Leaflets Folders,
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,

\
i

dummies and prices on request.

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
P H IL L IP S ,

:
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by means o f a mill tax and: dit is ten
tatively proposed to endorse thiisi pro
position at the Bangcir meeting. Ctur
er plans, however, undoubtedly will
be considered, and .the best cne
adopted'.
Livermore Falls Women’ s Club
The idea of the state-wide meet
ing originated with, the Good Roads
Held Them to a Nine-Point
committee of the 'Portland Chamber
of Commerce.
At a recent session
Lead.
of that committee dit was decided to
inaugurate a state-Wide good roads
Augusta, Me,, March 4 (iSip.ec.ha.il).—
movement
in order to assure future
By tlh© narrow margin of nine points
'highway construction in Maine. The
composed
of
the Augusta rifle team,
plan as outlined was to make tit a
men, Hast might, 'defeated the wostate
affair, inviting allll Chambers' of
man’s club of Livermore Falls in a
Commence' and Boards cf
Tirade
mail1match.
The scare
throughout Main© to participate. It
was ialiso decided to dnivite delegates
Augusta.
from the Maine Automobile Asisodia45
Dionne,
tion, the Maine State
Grange, and
44
Thompson,
other leading organizations, to take
41
Henna,
part in the deliberations'.
41
Lee,
It was decided to h.clid the meet
41
Gillman,
39 ing at Bangor as the most central
Lathe,
38 point in tlhe state and arrangements
Guttom,
The
38 for dit .have been, completed.
Briggs,
session
w
lilili
be
at
the
Chamber
of
38
Rroadtman,
3S Commerce headquarters', but if these
Greenlaw,
prove inadequate for the number of
delegates who' attend,
adjournment
403
Totals,
will be taken to City Hall.
The movement already bias the ac
Ladies’ Club
tive
support of the Portland Cham
43
Cara Ward,
ber
of
Commerce, the Bangor Cham
41
Grace Wilson,
41 ber ctf Commerce, the Lewiston and
Gladys White,
40 Auburn Boards of Trade and the
Laura Waite,
39 Maine Automobile Association. Speak
Lida Gibibis,
39 ers will be arranged for who will
Ada Steams,
38 outline the objects of the meeting
Laura Sawteflibe,
38 and plans will be perfected for a
Minnie Foyt,
38 state-wide organization Which shall
Maud© Bradford,
36 make its work that of preaching the
Barbara Pcushiaird,
gospel of good roadis tin every carmen
394 of Maine and' of seeing that every
Totals,
man, Whose name goes before the
state primaries 'in June,
makes a
statement either for or against the
good roads propaganda. In this way
the people will know just Whom to
vote far in order to carry on the
work of continuing highway construc
tion in Maine.
It has been ascertained by figures
Promises To Be Notable Meeting—
calculated on a scientific basis that
Maine Loses $10,000,000 Be
Maine lost $10,000,900 last year be
cause of poor roads.
Normally
cause of Poor Roads.
Maine’s summer tourist business has
been estimated as averaging about
A state-wide good roads meeting is $30,000,000 with every prospect that
to We held at Bangor Thursday, it wild increase by leaps and bounds
March 16 at 2 ip. an., under the aus as the state’s improved highway sys
pices of the Chamber of Commerce tem As extended:.
In fact, with the
and Boards' of Trade of Maine as well completion by the first of July of
as the Maine Automobile Association jtbe Portsmouth, N. H., and Portland
and other prominent state organiza highway which for years has' been
tions.
Gov. Oakley C. Curtis, the the bugbear and dread of all tourists,
membeirs) ctf the Maine State High it As almost certain that the coming
way Comimii'Ssiilcin together with many season, will be the
greatest ever
other well-known people in public known in Maine far automobile tour
and private life have been, invited ist traffic.
to hie present.
The movement summed up iss one
Tlhe, meeting iis being called for to see that the present policy of
the purpose of discussing tine future 'highway building in, Maine As to be
highway .situation dm Maine. At the earned out in the future, and' to see
present time $1,300,000 of the $2,000,- that Legislation is enacted at the next
000 band issue has been expended; session of the legislature to provide
$500,000 more wtilil be put into state funds for .road building and neces
highways, during the coming sum sary laws to insure their constructmer leaving only $200,000 of the bond on.
©very Chamber
of
Commerce,
issue' far 1917.
Tlhe Main© Automobile Association Board' of Trade and other interested
at a recent meeting, after consider organization willl be asiked to send
ing a !1 of the availablle' plans., d©Cid- five delegate® to the Bangor meet
ed that the best way to raise future ing and the affair premises' to be one
money far highway construction was of the most notable good roads meet
ings ever held in Maine.
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BOOKS

AUGUSTA WON
THE SHOOT

A STATE WIDE GOOD
ROADS MEETING

D o n ’ t waste time with or
dinary flour when your g ro
cer can give you William
T ell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. Y ou can
win dom estic science prizes
with the good things baked
from W i l l i a m T ell, the
flour that goes farther.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
A large salmon was the cause of
some excitement Tuesday when one
was seen' in the pond just albove
the lower bridge at Newport.
It
was estimated to weigh, 5 cr 6 lbs.
The question is how did he get in
there, for above is the screen and
below its the dam.
Everybody was
eager to .secure the beauty.
A. big snowy owl As passing the
winter in tb© pin© woods about the
city reservoir back of the city farm
at Augusta.
It has been, seen by a
number o f focal hunters, but so far
lias managed to avoid being secur
ed, although, several have, tried to
get the' bird to mount, as they are
rare and rather valuable.
To Remove ink.

Cyanide of potassium will remove
*11 indelible inks the base of which is
nitrate of silver. Turpentine or alco
hol rubbed in hot removes the new
inks, using soda and soap freely in
hot water afterward.
Believed
C.

H.

McKenzie

Trading

Phillips, Maine.

in

Holidays.

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN
CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS

T h e following books are endorsed
e s c r i b e s in a
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
practical man
pers and sportsmen in North America.
ner, the
training,
handling, treatment,
T h e information they contain is re
Ebreeds,
etc., best
liable, having been gathered from ac
■adapted for n i g h t
"hunting, as well as
tual expiences and successful experi
gun dogs for daylight
ments of men who are leaders in the
i
t
If Or Bsport. This book is
Bnot intended for the
different branches covered by these
field trial dog men,
works.
but is for the real
dog men who'delight
These books should be in the
in chases that are
hands of every man who goes into
genuine.
Contains
the woods, either for pleasure or 253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
profit.
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, Night Hunting. The

D

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
instructions y
A
tells how to trap,p
s n a r e , poison1
and shoot, A
V
valuable b o o k
1
for trappers. If
all the methods |
as given in this’w|
had been stud-| J
ied out by onej 1
man and he had| |
THAWIN''
begun trapping |
when Columbus j
discovered! |
America, more1
. I
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

y||

Price, postpaid, cloth honnd, 6 0 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
e s c r i 
b e s the

D

fur-b e a r i n g
anhnals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
ti on, w i t h
p r a c t i c al
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
rpi
r w iw im t t r in
T R A P P IN G

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of
structions f o r|
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. Rj
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,!
sizes 5 x 7 inches,1
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed"
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on how
to, m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

A

Price, poitpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

O R D E R S
I have a great confidence in th<f revCo., elations which holidays bring forth.—*
Disraeli.

9, 1916.

T O

Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting, Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound. Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Caie of Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments of the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound, Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies, House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

T

ELLS about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians!
and their Modes of |
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e L
Wilderness, Things to r j
Avoid, etc., etc. The f
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson E
Bay Company for about |
40 years— from 1863 to *
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al-1
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis.
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts. About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowance*,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet. Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots. A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Necessary, A Heroic Adventure. Wild Oxen, Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth bound 6 0 cents.

ESCRIBES the
D1
various makes

FUR FARMING
BOOK of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
FURj
ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
th e recognized
f f r r i
j .
authority on fu r
raising—now in
fourth edition—
Jfr j
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S.|Iovernment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

A

iFARMmG

and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
333 pages, 5 x 7 in,
and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap;
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound 6 0 cents.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting
S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val-j’.J
uable book for trap-,
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that(
is if you want to
catch mink. This
book is edited by
A. R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus- ’
trations and nearly!
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20!
chapters as follows: l"j
General Informa-®**
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

jm b

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

T

HIS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W oods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cent*.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
HE most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
never have.”
This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , WHEN
l a n d W H E R E to
catch them; also tells
the K IN D of tackle
•
used for each fish.
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish— Good Places.

T

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 6 0 cents

MAINE WOODS,

SPECIAL OFFER

Phillips,
Maine

Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to MAINE W OODS, outing edition ^

$ 1.25

M A IN E
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Send
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ficial U. -S. Army rifle at present ts
the Spring field rifle, Med el- 1903 cham
bered for the Modeil 1906 cartridge;
it shoots- a .30 caliber bullet weigh
ing 159 grains at a miuzzile velocity
of 2700 feet per second.
If you
are interested ini any
particular
branch of this shooting, I Will be
glads to give you more detailed in
formation.

i

the ®tunt you mention, I do not siee game trip to some distant point not
how it could work, as thie sticking, yet decided upon, and wish to re
so to -speak, ite- done by the rag it duce my equipment in
bulk and
self jamming.
There i« enough weight to a minimum, I would like
spring in the rag to take up any your opinion on a freak gun. I wish
Q u e s tio n s '
change. in, barrel diameter due to to have this gun miade up. I propose
•heat without loosening it to any de to cut off tile barrel® of a 20 gauge
gree.
However, if I ever get a shotgun- to about 15 inches’ and put
rod stuck I am going to- try your on a good strong pistol stock in
stunt as it sounds nice and easy. place of shotgun- butt.
This will
Getting a rag stuck i® a fool trick leave a light and portable shotgun
any way and’ hiaiplpensi rarely with, a pistol, preferably
W. B., Davenport, Iowa.
of
hammerless
I am about to purchase a repeat man who i® used to h-andliing and type, -cylinder bore and round ball,
ing rifle and want one that I can cleaning firearms.
buckshot or small shot for birush
shoot the same cartridge as I do in
shooting, and at the same time be
a revolver or vice versa.
Can I A. N., Duluth, Minn.
easy to transport.
Of course it will
do this with the 32-20?
If mot, what
1. I -have a full choke 20 gauge -have a very heavy recoil, but I am
other cartridge can I do it wi.tii ? Is shotgun. Is it a .good gun for -par not afraid o-f that.
Now, what to
the 32-20 accurate?
If not, what tridge and prairie chicken?
Is it a know is-, will cutting off the barrel®
other cartridges are accurate that I capable gun far ducks-, and -how result in crossing tlie respective fire
can use in rd-file and revolver?
Will does- it compare with the 12 and 16 of each barrel so as to interfere
you please te l me the make of rifles gauge shotgun?
With sighting for mo-und balk shoot
HOW T O S T A R T A S A T R A P - gether and try it far yourself.
You and (revolvers in which. I can shiciot
ing,
a® I understand that most dou
An®. The 20 gauges are used for
SHOOTER.
will find trap
shooters a cordial the same cartridge.
upland shooting.
They arenot ble gun® are built with- a -bend oir
buncih, and after watching tlnem a
Ans. There are three cartridges good for duck shooting.
The 12 concave near the bireech to piermi-t of
•You read thie day before yesterday whiffle, and talking the matter over
which are used interchangeably in gauge -is more powerful- than the 16 extra thickness in barrel® at this;
tow Sam. Jones at
the
Spotless wlithi scniie of the shooters present
the rifle and' revolver, 32-20, 38-40 gauge and the 16 gauge is more point, though I realize that if this
Town Gun. Club broke a “ straight.” you wiMl be able to decide just what
and 44-40.
Of the three L should powerful than the 20 and so on,. You bend i® near enough to the breech
You are interested.
You know hie kind o f a shotgun you want.
There prefer the 38-40.
A number of the cannot make a 20 gauge gun do the and barrels parallel for at least
shot at something or other with a are new mien starting the game all
different rifle manufacturers make work which, a
properly loaded 12 half the distance from the muzzle
gun that burned powder and threw the ti)me as tluere always must be
rifles to handle the 38-40 cartridge, gauge gun would do.
end that it would not seriously in
lead, but the details as. to just what with any sport which to rapiidily grow
and several! of the re-vollver compan
terfere with the relative patterns- of
2. Which do you think is: the, best
was broken and the kind of gun used j fag, and you needn’t be a bit afraid ies make revolvers.
I would sug
each barrel.
What i® your opinion
are not clear.
It seems m ysterious; to display ignorance on any point gest that you talk the matter over gun far deer, a .33 cal. or a .32 cal. about this’ scheme, and would you.
Special?
and oompCiucated.
It isn’t at all. He j connected w;itihi the game. Tine cither with your sporting goods dealer.
-recommend any particular make of •
usied a shotgun which has a bore or |shooters present were in the S'atoie
Ans. Theme is very little choice. double -gun that would best fill my
hole through it about
three-quarters , boat themselves once, and wiiiill take
Both are sufficiently powerful.
requirements?
of an inch in, diameter, which.’ is great pleasure in coaching you in A. J. C., North- Milwaukee, Wis.
3. What is the killing ’range cf
Ans. -Frankly I am afraid your
In reading your Target Tips and
known as a “twelve gauge.” In this every way possible.
*he .33 caliber?
scheme is net a very practical one.
Hunting Helps, I found a suggestion
gun are used paper shells with brass
Ans. The .33 caliber cartridge Iras
for removing leading and
powder
If you -cut down a shotgun to the
beads.
They are loaded writhi about J. T. S., Turtle Greek, Fa.
a muzzle velocity o f 2060 foot siecr- size you mention, you- will reduce
fouling.
I
have
fouled
my
rifle
three drams o f smokeless powder
1. Gan I shoot a 30-30 Government several! times so badly that the bul onds and a muzzle energy of 1889 the weight of -the arm to a point
and one and one-eighth’
ounces of bullet in a 30-30 rifle?
foot (lib®.
A® practically all game is where any kind of a decent 20 gauge
let stuck in the barren and ccnldln’t
shot. The targets or “ clay pigeons,
Ans. Tlie .30 U. Si Government be driven one way or the other. I shot at ranges less than 300 yards, load will produce a recoil quite a
as they are called, are sa/uieers made cartridge cannot be used din. the
removed the bullet and fouling with and also when one considers the b't heavier than, I would care- to
of a coal tar composition which is rifle.
out injury to the -bare by usitag extreme difficulty of making a hit at stand1, and I have fussed
around
quite brittle.
They are about four
any range over 300 yards, it may be with Wig gun® for some time. It pro
2. Which shoots- harder, a 30-30 cr warm water and soap.
I wet a com
Inches in diameter.
The “ trap’’ iis a 11 om.m,.?
mon bristle -brush iln water and safeiy said a cartridge of this power bably would not break your wrist
t really a throwing machine which, by
Ans. If you are referring to the ■rubbed a -little ,sioap. on, it.
This I will- kill at any range at which blue but the -results' would foe unpleasant.
means of a mechanicaL arm- scales old style 11 mm. Mauser black pow
worked hack and forth from the bul shoc-ter can reasonably expect to As to making the -barrels- cross fire,
these saucers,
bottom side up, der cartridge, the 30-30 shoots’ hard
make a bit.
It is not sportsman this is a question which I am- a bit
let to the end of the barrel from
through the air about forty yards.
like to shoot at any animal at a doubtful -about.
er than it does.
I have a suspicion
both- ends until -I had them: clean,
There are five shooting paints
3. Can I use a metal, jacketed bul then the slug is easily driven out range so far away that there is onily that it would, and I dciubt if the
ranged in a semih-ctinoTe back o f the let in a 30-50 rifle.
a bare chance o f making a hit.
accuracy which would be- obtained
and the place where it was cleaned.
“trap' ’ to accommodate the
five
4. What is a good- -rear sight far with such a weapon would be suiffiiAns. CertaimQy.
After wiping dry and ailing, the gun
shooters who make up a squadBe
quick shooting?
-cienit to show the cross-firing any
was in perfect condition. Of course
ginning with, No. 1, which iBs tlie ex L.C., South OonnelUsvi-lLe, Pa.
Ans. Open sights are- used best way.
As to the proper gun to use
this takes more time than drilling
treme left position facing the traps,
Personally, I to icut down in this- way, I would
1. I® a boy alto wed to carry a out a slug but there is no danger to for quick shooting.
the shooters take turns, each, man shotgun or riffle without a license
prefer a straight bar rear sight w-ith suggest that you write to tlie mak
bore If it i® well dried.
wten Ms turn to shoot comes,
a®- and out ctf season, to shoot spar
the
small U shaped notch.
ers of double gun® and ask them, aAn®. Warm water and snap is a
mne® the si looting position1 with the rows only?
5. What size shot -do you think bouit it.
very effective means of removing
gun at lids shoulder and calf® “ pull.”
is the most suitable for a full: choke
Ansi You are likely to get -into black powder fouling.
I do net
2. In your -answer to. W. H. H.
The trapper who stands back of the trouble.
see mow you could get youir rilflle so 20 gauge Shotgun far prairie chick of Detroit in regard to the 38-40 for
shooters and has a lever connected
2. W hich is the better ailHrjound fouled that the bullet would; stick en and -ducks?
with- the trap releases a spiring arm gun for big game, the .32 Special or
Ans. Shot No. 6 to IV2. are used all around rifle, you recommend a
in the -barrel,
I suppose you must
which scales the target Unto the air. tire 250-3000 Salvage?
for prairie Chicken’, arid No. 4, 5, or high power for deer hunting, giving
have used a .22 caliber rifle aind
the accurate range o;f fo|i® 38-40 at
The shooter fires and if he breaks
6 are used for ducks.
Ans. They are about equally pow shot it continuously with
black
only
100 yard®.
How about the 32the target the scorer calls “ dead,’ ’ er full.
powder until! it caked up -to the
4 9, whiclh can be toaded wiith; lead
and marks 1 on the scoreboard. If
J.
Mel.,
Johnson
City,
Tern.
3. W hich is the better shotgun, a point where a bullet stuck. If you
he does not hat, he caT.® “ tost’ ’ and 12 gauge cr a 16 gauge?
1. What i® the energy and veloc ball for -light work, and is it not the
use Lesmok cr seaniihsimcikeleis® powequal- cf the 30-30 c-lasis when the H.
marks a zero on the scoreboard'.
An®. The 12 gauge is the more der tha® could .not happen, oir -if you ity at muzzle and at one hundred
V.
loads are used?
If not, why not?
Squads usually shoot twenty-five popular.
use smokeless powder in any larger yards of the .38 S. & W. Spec la:! in Will- the -barrel stand up under com
both -black and- smokeless?
shots far each man, and if a man
4. Is smokeless powder harmful to bore than the .22.
In all. my shoot
tinuous use with the H. V. ammiuibreaks alii of hi® twenty-five targets-, the barrels of a shotgun?
Ans. The .38 S. & W. cartridge
ing experience I remember
having
nj ticn?
he lias broken a straight.
Ans-. Certainly not.
Personally ] the bullet stuck in, thie barrel! just has a muzzle velocity of 868 foot
Ans. I recommend the 38-40 prin
seconds, muzzle energy of 265 foot
You will probably ask why they would not use anything else.
once, which wa-s a number of years
cipally
because- there are mere of
pounds-.
I -have -no figures far the
cal the throwing machine a “ trap.”
ago.
On that occasion I
leaded
them used, the ammunition is- eas
velocity
and
energy
a-t
10
yards.
The
The "weird trap is used because trap J. iS., Jr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
some experimental loads for revolv
black and- s-mclkeiless powders give ier to get and easier to carry. A®
shooting as practiced
at ’p resent
I notice A. E. C. inquires in the er ishoctiinig, and one cartridge
by
a, matter of fact, really the best
with a throwing machine and olay column how to get one cf the new accident contained no powder. The about the same results, as the
thing to do- is to get a gcod, high
saucers is a development c f the old Sprinigfiefld rifles used -now by the primer blew the bulllet about an inch smick-eless’ powder load is make up
power rifle and a .22 caliber, because
game of shooting at MJve bird® which Government.
I have one that has beyond the chamber atari there it to duplicate- the black powder load.
2. I .have ordered a rifle from the even if you reload yc-ur own shell®
were released from a trap.
The not been used which I will sellll him -stuck.
Repeating Rifle Co. of Philadelphia, with- light toads, the .22 long rifle
throwing machine took the place of for $17.50.
that i-s made on, the plan: cf a pistoil cartridge is “ far and -away” cheaper.
the trap and the clay pigeons took
An®. Tlie United’ States- Govern J. S., Greenfield. Mass.
except that it has a shiotgu-n -stock
the place of the live pigeons’.
Olay ment sells Sphingflietiidi rifle® to cOub
I note youir answer to W. H. L.
What do you
pigeon shooting has many advantages member® with- thie understandling that Fitchburg, Mas®., who- has Hedged a and 20 inch barrel.
over live bird shooting.
Fcr one the same must not be disposed of cleaning rod and rag in the barrel th-ink of it as a -camp gun -in .38 S.
& W. Special?
thing, it is very much Hess expensive to anyone oiuts-idie o f thie chub. It is of his g-un.
1 suggelst this method:
An®. I have no information on
and a great deal less trouble. You therefore not permissible to sell Enlarge thie bore cf the gun by
can buy clay pigeon® in a barrel Springfield- rifles unless you are a placing it on a hot stove for a few tlii® particular rifle.
P O P U L A R P L A C E FOR B A N Q U E T S
and store them away in your shoot- clubmafce of the man’ to whom you minutes.
The heat will! -expand it
II. F., Ste-phenson, Mich.
tog house, whereas live bind® would expect to .sell it.
sufficiently so that the red can be
The Falmouth Hotel, Portland, un
1. Which- ihasi the longest killing
require considerable care-.
easily withdrawn.
The barrel need
range, a 12 gauge or a 20 gauge der the proprietorship of Col. James
If you want to try this Intensely R. J. G., >St. Joseph), ,Mo.
not be h-eated so but wlnat it can be
shotgun, both having 28 -inch -bar J. Pooler, i® a -favorite place- for ban
interesting sport; find' out where
■Hlave noted- with (interest your an comfortably held in the hand.
Tine Colonel hasi for years
rels using No. 5 fine shot, shooting quets.
tlie nearest trap shooting club- i®, swers under Target Tips, and hieing
Ans. While I have- never tried
enjoyed!
a
great reputation for his
in
an
open
field
?
and show up at one of theitr practice very i,gno,rant in this subject., would
spread® but this season hei has ec
An,si. The 12 gauge-.
shoots.
If yon are a tong way from greatly appreciate y-our answering
2. W’hat ils the -advantage of a lipsed all, previous- records-. Since the
a trap-shooting cllub you can pur-1 these questions through the column..
twist
shotgun barrel?
Are
theme advent of October there- has been no
chase -a hand trap and a barrel of
1. iWlhiat -caliber hifile® ane used
week in which he ha® served toss
any, or why are they made?
clay target® from; your
slporting by gun clubs for target piraictiice ?
V
than twelve banquets and on one
Ans.
The
heist
kind
of
barrels
troods dealer, gather some friends to
A-n®i. Thie sport of shooting falls
During tlie1 holi
now-a-days are what are
usually day he had. -seven.
naturally into a niu/mbier of dilvdiS’icmis.
days
he
lhadi
the
Charity
Bail with
termed
“-roiled
steel’’
or
“fluidsiteel.”
There i® high power riffle slhioiotiing at
\ A .^
3. Is a ’Marlin Model 20 .22 cali 400, a big coming out party with 700,
long .ranges;, most of which Sis done
ber rifle, using .22 long rifle cart another large party of 600 and a ban
shotgun
f f by ithe National Guard
ridges powerful enough to kill a wcllf quet of 240, in all serving two thou
shooting at the traps, which is done
sand in addition, to the regular hotel
at a range- of about 25 yards;?
What the family doctor says is al with 12 gauge shotgun®, using cllia-y
Coil. Pooler is one of -the
ways worth hearing and heeding. He djisic® called ‘‘clay pigeons-” thrown
Anis-. I-t will certainly kill a wo-Lf guieiato®.
knows that many ills are caused by
best known and most popu,liar land
if it hits it in a vital spot.
into
the
a-ilr
for
targets
and.22
cali
carelessness or neglect.
He con
lord® in Northern New England and
stantly warns his patients to keep ber rifle shooting indoors at 25 yards,
is President of the Mlaire -Hotel AsS. J., Natrona, Pa.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
their habits regular, if they want to and various- forms- of pistol- and re
keep well. But people are careless volver mutches with stationary tar
Would you advise me to buy a sciciiotion,.
Offers room with hot and
and soon forget, until a sick headache,
cold w ater for $1.00 per day
Union
Firearm® Co. Shotgun?
D-o
a bilious attack, or an upset stomach gets.
and up, which includes free
S U S B C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
you think them reliable?
2. What Is the distance at which
reminds them that they need^ some
use o f public shower baths.
WOODS AND
READ A L L
Aims.' With regard to buying any
thing to act on the bowels. “ L. F.’ stationary targets are shot -ait? Also
T H E O U T IN G N E W S .
Atwood’s Medicine is a safe and what caliber is the standard rifle of Nothing to Equal This in New England particular make of shotgun, this is a
prompt remedy for constipation, and
question’
for
you
to
determine.
The
Room s with private baths
is a great help to the stomach and_ liver. the U. S-. Army and’ wlh-at Is the
best way to get information an such
fo r $ 1 .5 0 per day and up;
So good, that this old remedy is the name of it?
PALM ER E N G IN E S A N D
suites o f tw o rooms and bath
things is- to ask your
shooting
family standby in thousands of_ New
Ans. A® you cap see from the
fo
r
$
4
.0
0
per
day
and
up.
England homes, which have discov
LAUNCH ES.
friend® who own thie different makes
aanswer to the first question-, it is
ered its value and tested its efficacy.
A B S O L U T E L Y FIREPROOF of Shotguns.
Special 2 12 H. P. engine for cenoes
-second
FREE.— “ Ye Olde Songs,” words and music not possible to answer the
S trictly a Tem perance H otel
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
and light boats, $48.00. LargfSt stock
Send for Booklet
one outside yellow wrapper from the bottle, one Without a -little mere iimfarmlatin Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
E. R. F., Jacksonville, III.
together with your opinion of our Medicine.
ior as to the class of shooting in
STO RER F. CR AF T S
G en.
Manager
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me. which you are interested.
1. As I ami contemplating a -big
Tihe of-

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

jr <

“ Our Doctor
Alw ays Said

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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BAD ACCIDENTS
IN LUMBER CAMPS
Enjoy

Local

Orchestra— Men’ s

League Have Many Interest
ing Topics
(Special Correspondence.)

Rangeley, March 8.—Mrs.
Nettie
Nash of Jackman Is in town, called
by the illness of her mother, Mrs.
Cordeliia Oakes.
The Sunday meeting®' of the Menu's
class are very interesting. Last Sun
day the question regarding the “ En
forcement of the Liquor Law” was> dis
cussed.
In the near future lit is ex
pected to have a lecture on health
and hygiene illustrated with slides
from the Health Department of the
State.
Every week live topics of
local interest are discussed by this
organization.
Prank N. Harris was out from
Savage’s camip tiue past week, recup
erating from a severe cold. Tuesday
hie Deft for Saliean, where he will
spend a few days with hi® faimlily,
who are spending the winter there.
Minsi, Lero Toothoker returned from
a 10 weeks’ visit with.' her parents
at Limestone.
Wm. Tomlinson (has closed out his
trucking business to Vose & Myshrall who will continue the business
in its former up-to-date and efficient
manner.
Mrs. Guy Hinkley and daughter,
Lois of Hebron are guests Oif relati
ves in town.
John Shields, a native of Prince
Edward Island was killed March 2nd
while at work at Savage’s
lumber
camp.
His skull was badly crushed
and his neck broken by a falling log.
He was about 31 years of age.
O.
R. Rowe was
summoned to take
charge of the body, after which the
remains were sent to his former
home.
March 5th, another frightful acci
dent occurred at the same camp.
Jaimes Lee, White driving a pair of
(horses was sluiced down the moun
tain resulting in luis own death and
that of both horses.
It is under
stood that this was tine' last load to
be taken down, after which the
team was to be transferred to an
other camp.
The unfortunate man’s
back was broken and death ensued
before the injured man readied Jdt.
View.
The remains were sent to
New Brunswick, accompanied by liis
brother, Aleck Lee.
His age was
about 48 yearsi
Mr, and Mrs. H. C. Riddle
and

WOODS,

Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Badger left
Tuesday morning fcr Boston where
they will spend the next 10 days.
E. I. Herrick was in Farmington
Thursday on' business.
Mrs. Ed West has returned from
Lewiston much improved in health,
after undergoing an operation at the
Central. Maine General; hospital.
A, M. Hoar and crew, Saul Goil.ins, J. C. Porter, D. E. Hinkley and
Jchn Madden left Wednesday morn
ing for Langtowm, where they will
erect a storehouse and other build
ings for the lumber company.
The fallowing story is told by
James Stewart, cook at Hunitoon &
Adams’ camps and vouched for by
Alvin Trundy, cookee.
One day re
cently they cooked and prepared one
turnip for a dinner to which 30 men
sat down and at the Close of the
meal a portion cf the vegetable re
mained.
“ Some turnip”’ was
remarked.
“ Yen bet,” replied
Jim.
“ It weighed over 12 pounds and was
raised in the garden of Cllias. Adams
at Dallas.’’
Miss Faye Worthley left Monday
morning for Portland to consult a
physician..
Word has been received from Dr.
and Mrs. A. M. Ross, Who liave been
enjoying a trip to Florida, that they
expect to sail March. 13th, arriving
home about March 20th.
Water in the post office cellar
caused some annoyance to the occu
pants rising to such a height as to
interfere with the heating of the
building and
necessitated several
hours of pumping to remove.
Mrs. Isaaali Taylor is reported as
being more comfortable and able to
sit up for a Short time.
Tiie Jolly Twelve met this last
week with. Mrs. Geo. Bridgham, sev
en members being present. The aft
ernoon was occupied with the usual
work.
Refreshments of beef loaf,
cottage cheese, club biscuit, sugar
and molasses cookies, caramel cake,
tea and coffee were served.
The
next meeting will be held with Mrs.
G. M. Canleton.
Mrs. Orris Vose is at The Tavern
for a few days.
Thursday evening Lake View Tem
ple No. 14 enjoyed a roll call, which
was well attended.
The Senior Past
Chiefs were the guests of honor. Re
freshments of punch, fancy crackers
and homemade candies were served.
The program consisted of several
contests which were very amusing
and created much fun. To date the
Carnation Pinks are ahead in the
attendance contest.
Monday afternoon, the boys of the
High school attended town meeting
and the young ladles went on a

Where To Go In Maine
PIERCE POND
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes
out. Send for circular and references.
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.
7 OTTER POND GAMPS
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for flshI nj? and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

FISHING

3

AT

John < arvi!le’s Camps
at Spring Lake

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above Bea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
front and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
■treams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
■nmmer resort. Telephone communications with
tillage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CAR VILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
A N D LOG CAMPS.
Heart of the Rangeleys. Best fishing region.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

BILLY SOCLE’S NEW GAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

L A K E W O O D CAM PS,
M IDOLBDAM , MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to

CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Gamps,

Middledam, Me.

V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsning begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN C H AD W ICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.

DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
Rangeley Lakes
Rangeley,
Maine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.
RANGELEY TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW BOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for booklet and references to
HEM ON B L A CK W E LL.
Dallas. Maine
R AN G ELE Y L A K E S
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. B A R K E R . Bemis. Maine.

Round Mountain Lake Gamps.
booklet.

W rite for free
D IO N O. B L A C K W E L L . Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine
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lilies, White pinks and dark red roses,
snowshoe trip.
Mrs. Albert Carle ton. lias returned Mr. and Mrs. Eb©n Rowe, Mr. and
home after spending tine past month Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Mir. and Mrs. T.
with Mr, Carleton at camp.
C. Haley, Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Hun
The Elite Dance orchestra held a toon, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Corey, Mr.
social dance at Furbish (ball, Mon J. L. Hunitoon, Mr. and Mrs. A. F.
day evening, which was well1 attend Huntoon, Miss Mildred Huntoon,, Mr.
ed.
Tbe orchestra received many G. E. Russell and family, Mr. H.
compliments on their work and we Z. Moore and family, Mr. D. G. Ross
are gilad to have a local orchestra of and family, Mr. F. IT. Tibbetts and
family, Mrs. Tina Bean and family,
such marked ability.
At the annual town meeting the Mr. and, Mr®. W. J. Bush, Mr. and
following officers were elected: Mod Mrs,. Lero Tootbaker, Mr. and Mrs.
erator, H. A. Furbish; clerk, J. Sher Fred Hinkley, Mrs. Margaret Pratt
man Hoar; treasurer, O. R. Rowe; and family, Mr. Ed Lamb and family,
selectmen,, C. L. Hamden,
Austin Mr. C. F. Hamden and, family, Mr.
Hinkley, Sylvader Hinkley; member and Mrs. C. B. Ellis, Mr. and Mrs.
of school board, E. I. Herrick; con Geo. Bridgham, Mr. and Mrs. Osman
stables, Walter Davenport, Frank C. Wright, Mr. J. Z. Wilbur and family,
Porter, A. E. Blodgett.
Tllie usual Feme Tootbaker, Ed MyshraiM, Glady
appropriations were made and things Philbrick; jonquil®, pinks and rose®,,
Bertie Ellis and family, Mr. and Mrs.
passed off in a quiet manner.
Eintwlstle Lodge I. O. O. F. enter Linn Elite; red and white pink®, Py
tained the Rebekahs Friday eventing thian Sisters; bouquet assorted flow
at a joint troll call, after which an ers, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Learned, Mr.
entertainment consisting cf
two and Mrs. Wm. Potter, Mr. and Mrs.
farcies was well presented by Odd •Sidney Hardien; spray of pinks, Mr.
Fellow talent.
A bountiful
supper and Mrs. Jas. Mathdiei&om and Donald
of cold sliced ham, potato chips, Mathiieson; red carnation®, Mr. and
bread, salads, cake, fruit and coffee Mrs, Lee Mitchell, Mrs. Clara Rector;
was served and the evening will! long hyacinth© and pinks, Mir. and Mrs.
be .remembered with pleasure by all. Ira Hoar, Miss Muriel tfoair; pinks,
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Oakes and fam
ily ; hyacinth®, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
O B IT U A R Y .
Russell, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Green
wood; Miss Thalie Hoar; pinks, Hay
den Huntoon; pink®, Mr. and Mrs.
...A G N E S L. R O B E R TS O N
Vid Hinkley; pinks, Mr. and, Mrs.
Thie community
wag saddened C. T. Richardson; pinks, Mr. and
to learn of the death of Agnesi L., Mira. A M. Hear, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
wife of Anson L. Robertson which Hoar; pinks, Mr. and Mins. H. W.
took place at the family home, Al Badger; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. A. H
len street, Sunday morning at 3.3,0 Sprague; assorted pinks, Mr. and
a. m., after a comparatively
short Mrs. E. L. Haley; pink pinks, Mr.
and Mrs. 6. B. McCard, Mr.
and
ill ness.
She was bom at Madrid, January Mrs. H. B. McCard; pinks, Mr. and
31, 1869, the daughter of Isaac and Mrs. J. E. Haley; white pinks, Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Furbish; dark red and
Ellen Ward Oakes.
About 23 years ago she came to white pinks, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
Rangeley to live, where sihe has re Riddle; pinks, Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
sided permanently since her mar Vaughn; jonquil© and pinks, Miss
riage, which took place November Lina Weeks, Miss Vera Adiams;
4, 1893.
The home thug established pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Tomlinson,
has always' been a happy one, par Mr. and Mins. Wm. Nelson; roses,
ticularly to the four daughters who Mr, and Mrs. K. W. Oakes; pinks,
Oquossoc Grange; spray jonquil® and
blessed this union.
As a neighbor and friend she pinks, Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Tibbetts,
possessed) many fine qualities and Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Robbins, Mr. and
the thoughtfulness which, she always Mrs. J. B. Madden, Mr. and Mr®. Geo.
showed fcr other® will long be Hemem Beeih, Irvin Wilbur and family; spray
bered by those with whom she came pinks, R. H. S.; pink hyacinth®, Eu
genie Eostly; white pinks, Dr. and
iu contact.
She was well tread in all current Mrs. C. S. Stuart; pinks, Mr. and
topics of the day and in their dis M m Herman Hun,toon, Mr. and Mrs.
cussion showed a remarkably keen Lester Mugoon; roses, Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Brooks; pillow, “ Mother,”
A.
understanding.
At the beginning of tbe
Pythian L Robertson and family; pinks, Mr.
Sisters she was one of its first mem and Mrs. Ray Hamden.
ber® and her passing marks the sec
ond break in its, roll of past chiefs.
CA RD OF T H A N K S .
Its teachings’ she made a part of her
daily life ancL her going is sincere
We extend to our many neighbors
ly mourned by her “ Sisters.’ ’
In the Ladies’ Aid she lias also and friends our sincere appreciation
rendered much valuable assistance, for their many deeds of kindness
but for the past few years because and for the beautiful flowers sent in
of home duties had not mingled with memory of our loved one.
A. L. Robertson and family.
them at their gatherings.
Beside a host of friends she is Rangeley, Maine, March 8, 1916.
survived by an aged father, her hus
C A R D OF T H A N K S .
band and four daughters, Hildred, a
senior at Bates College, Pfhyflilis, Far
We wish to extend our sincere
mington Normal T7, Zeflma, Rangeley High school T7, and Elizabeth thanks to the many friends Who so
aged 16 and a half brother, Howard kindly assisted u® in pur late (bereave
of (El Paso, Texa®, to whom much ment, also for the beautiful flowers
and delicacies sent to our loved one
sympathy is extended.
The funeral services were held during her long illness.
Amos EMi®,
from her late residence Tuesday aft
Mir. and Mir®. Frank Huntoon,
ernoon at 2 o ’clock, Rev. H. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Huntoon,
Child® officiating.
Mis® Prudence
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Kills,
Richardson sang and Mrs. H. A.
Mr. and Mins. O. R. Rowe.
Child® presided, at tbe piano.
Lyman Huntoon, Edward Lamb, B.
E. Corey and G. E. Russell served; as
bearers.
The wealth of flowers testified in
their silent but sweet way o f the
esteem in Which t ie deceased was
held.
They were as fallows':
Double
spray roses and oalla lilies', Allien
street neighbors; carnations, Mr. amd
Mrs. A. A. Tibbetts;' carnations, Mrs.
Julia Hamblin; carnation®, Mr®. Ida
Morton; carnation®, Mr. and Mrs. E.
F. Adams; jack roisesi, Campfire
Girl®; white roses, Mrs. W. B. Hoyt;
rose®, Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Hough;
carnations, Mrs. Henry Young; East
er illilies, Rand Hall; Senior®; carna
tion®, Mr. and Mrs-. J. Forest Locke;
pillow, Bate®, class 1916; carnations,
Normal girl©; panel of jack roses, S.
R. & R. L. R. R.; pdilflow, S. R. & R.
L. R. R.; roses, Mr. and Mrs. L. IT.
Warren; carnation®, spray, Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Robertson; bouquet, Mr.
and Mrs. David Hoar; pink®, Mr. and
Mrs. C. F. Huntoon, Guida Nile;
pinks', Frank Huntoon and family;
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Barrett;
jonquil® and,’ frezia tied with green
illusionist, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Keimpton, Mrs. Addle
Richardson, Miss
Prudence Richardson,; double spray

tJT h e vacation season
sends a flood of good
chances to you through
the classified page.
Caretakers, substitute
clerks, stenographers,
office help, traveling
com panions— in fact
upset things generally.
fJM an y new alliances
are formed during this
season.
W a t c h for
chance.

^

your

SURPRISE GIVEN
MISS RUSSELL
Miss N«ble

Hostess at a Delightful
Sapper Party.

A charmingly appointed supper wa«
riven by Miss Kathleen Noble at liier
home last Saturday evening in hon
or o f the birthday of Mis® Emunit
Russell.
Supper was served ait 8 o ’clock witl
covers for eight.
The menu vaj
delicious and most daintily served.
The table was very attractive with
lighted candle®' and hyacinths and
the place cards bore an
original
appropriate to each guest.
Seated at the table were Miss
Emma Russel'I, the guest of honor,
the Misses Geargine Wilbur,
Ger
trude Grant, Marguerite Gerald, Mir
iam Brackett, the
hostess., (Mias
Noble and Hon. and Mrs. N. P,
Noble.
The affair was given as a surprise
to Miss Russell and the plan worked
out perfectly.
N O T A F IS H

S T O R Y , B U T A DOG
STORY.

All the departments of tine great
State of Maine
government whick
center at tbe State House in Augus
ta receive an enormous amount of
mail and it is not surprising that oc
casionally a letter is found that cre
ates considerable amusement. Follow
ing i® one recently received at the
State treasurer's office and it will do
no harm to let the' public shone in
the fun it occasioned the office force,
name and place of course being omit
ted.
It says:
“ Hon. E. E. Newbent, Treasurer:
“This town (------) i® very neglectent in collecting their dog taxes.
There are dogs each year also the
same dog© year after year that no
taxes are paid on, yet it is told to
the officers in charge of those af
fairs, it seems to concern them little.
There are also a number of Female
dogs running at large that raise pupe
each year and tbe owners sell Wliole
or part of the latter, and give away
what they can’t seB for very small
sums, flooding the
country with
worthies® curs; I wish to know if
people are allowed to breed and dis
pose o f
pups in such
manner
without paying more than a common
license.
Can you please advise me
if people have such right?”—Kenne
bec Journal.
Gum Tragacanth.

The various species of Astragalus,
known in Persia as “kevin,” from
which gum tragacanth is obtained,
grow on the mountain ranges which
surround the Persian plain.
The
bushes producing the gum grow to a
height of two feet. In the spring,
when the sap rises, a part of the
branches are cut away, thereby allow
ing the sap to flow out, which coagu
lates within a few hours on the sur
face of the stalk.
Beaver Dam Many Years Old.

Naturalists have determined that a
beaver dam on Eighth lake, In the
Fulton chain, Hamilton, N. Y., is at
least 150 years old. There are 125
distinguishable rings of annual con
struction and a great thickness that
has already decayed.
When Napoleon Was Wounded.

Napoleon, like almost all great mili
tary leaders, was wounded in course of
his military career, though once only.
This was before Ratisbon, on April
23, 1809. He was struck by a grapeshot ball, and received a flesh wound,
which disconcerted him so little that
he mounted his horse, wiping away
the blood with a handkerchief. The
ball was picked up by an officer, who
treasured it so highly that it passed
as an heirloom to his children and
grandchildren. It now rests in the
Museo at Paris.

FOR SALE
ON EASY TERMS

INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Just across the little cove from the
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
R angeley Lake.
Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
desirable place on the shores of the
lake. Three acres o f land. For partic
ulars address,

F. C. FOWLER,
New London,

Conn.

